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In this dissertation a formal kinetic theory is used to cast

the line shape function into a form that, while similar to the

"unified" theories of Smith, Cooper, and Vidal and of Voslamber,

does not introduce some of the usual approximations. The resulting

line shape function explicitly includes the initial correlations

between the atom and perturbers, and also demonstrates the natural

separation of plasma mean field and collisional effects. The

classical path and noKjuenching approximations are discussed and

ultimately employed; however, they are not required in the formal

development. The weak coupling limit is considered as a systematic

approximation to the formal results. It is shown that different

ways of applying this limit lead to different expressions for the

memory operator, some of which correspond to existing theories.

One approximation is considered which systematically incorporates

the effects of electron correlations within the framework of a

mified theory. In addition, a practical approximation suitable

for a strongly interacting plasma is discussed.
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CHAPTER I
PLASMA UNE BORADENING

I “A MCS^SÍifiDL

For a large range of temperature and density, most of the radiation

emitted by gaseous plasmas is due to atomic transitions. If individual

radiators are considered to be isolated and stationary, then the

width of spectral lines will only be due to natural line broadening.

On the other hand if the radiators move and also interact with each

other and/or the plasma, pressure and Doppler line broadening must be

taken into account. In a plasma in which a significant percentage of

the particles are ionized the dominant factor in pressure broadening

will be Stark boradening, the understanding of which requires the

study of both atomic physics and the many»body physics of plasmas.

Plasma spectroscopy has been shown to be a particularly

useful diagnostic technique for laboratory and astrophysical plasmas.^-
This is due to the fact that radiation emitted by the plasma acts as

a non*4r»terfering probe, in other words, it is not necessary to disturb

the radiating system in order to measure the spectrum of the emitted

radiation. Impetus exists, therefore, to calculate theoretically

the emitted (absorbed) line shapes. The atomic physics of light

atoms is well understood, so it is the many«+>ody theory that presents

the chief obstacle. In Chapters I and II of this dissertation we

discuss some of the recent approaches to this problem; in Chapters III

and IV an alternative approach based on kinetic theory is proposed

and developed.

1



If an excited atom or molecule were alone in a radiation field

which initially contains no photons, the excited electrons could

make a transition to a state of lower energy thereby emitting

electromagnetic radiation with a frequency approximately equal to

the energy difference between the initial and final states, in units

of Tí. In order to obtain a power spectrum for such a system, we

consider an ensemble of excited atoms or molecules and take an ensemble

average of the radiation emitted* The power spectrum thus obtained

in composed of several very narrow emission lines at the characteristic

natural frequencies of the atom or molecule in question. The theory
o

describing these natural lines is discussed by Heitler who points out

that the widths of optical lines for atoms are on the order of lO*”4

Angstroms.
3

A calculation of a line shape that includes Doppler broadening

requires a knowledge of the velocity distribution of the radiating

atoms. This subject along with a very thorough discussion of the

general line broadening problem is given by Griem,*
When these excited atoms or molecules are exposed to time dependent

perturbaticans due to their interaction vrith other particles of the

gas, degeneracies of their excited state energy levels may be removed
4

and the half-life for a given transition may be appreciably altered.

This is called pressure broadening. In this case the power spectrum

for the radiators in question will show a redistribution of frequencies.

A typical paver spectrum contains broad lines which are usually centered
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neax characteristic natural frequencies; hence one cays that the

natural lines have been broadened and perhaps slightly shifted by

the perturbations.

If significant numbers of particles are ionized then the

strongest of the pressure broadening mechanisms will involve the

interaction of ions and electrons with the radiating particles.

Since electric fields are involved this interaction is usually

called Stark broadening. For atoms in many laboratory plasmas

this effect is quite important, typical broadened widths being on

the order of 103 times larger than the natural width. In fact,

the broadening of spectral lines in fairly dense plasmas (e.g. 1016

per cm3, 104 degrees K) is due almost entirely to the Stark effect

which is also several orders of magnitude larger than the broadening

due to neutral atom pressure broadening mechanisms.

For typical plasma conditions dealt with in this dissertation
3

Doppler boradening will only be significant near the very line

center. However, this effect is easily included in the formalism

developed in Chapters III and IV.

I-C Stark Broadening in_ Plasmas.

There are two boradening agents responsible for the Stark effect

in ionized gases; ions and electrons. The broadening caused by each

of these is considerably different due to the difference in their

velocity distributions. In order to illustrate this difference,

we note that the length of time which is of importance in line broadening

is the half-life for the excited state of the atom. In a few half-

lives we may assume that an atom, originally in an excited state.



has radiated, hence any process that takes many half-lives will be

almost static from the point of view of the excited atom* It is

just this fact that enables us to distinguish electrons from ions.

The ionsj, being much heavier than the electrons, move more slowly

and, for most plasma problems, the distribution of the ions does

not change appreciably during a few half-lives. This is the basis

for the "quasistatic" or "statistical" approximation which was
5 6

developed by Holtsmark. * The rnelhod of treating the electron

collisions represents an example of the opposite extreme, in which

a process takes a very small fraction of a half-life and may be

regarded as instantaneous. An approximation based on this limit,
1 7

the impact approximation, * has been used to treat the electrons

since their great speed causes most of them to pass rapidly by the

atom producing collisions of very short duration compared to the

excited half-life. These two limits will be discussed further in

Section I“E of this dissertation.

The radiation spectrum of a quantum system is determined

experimentally by measurement of the paver radiated per unit time

per unit frequency interval, averaged over the polarization and the
1 4

direction of radiation. * Since this quantity has been derived

many times in a variety of ways, its derivation will not be

included here. The power radiated when a particle makes a spontaneous

dipole transition from one quantum state to another is



where l(iú) is usually referred to as the line shape. It is often

convenient to write I (to) in terms of its Fourier transform $(t).

(I-D-2)

‘Kt)=Trid*T(t)(pd)T^ (t) (I-D-3)

The damping factor, y , which represents the effect of the natural

half width of the spectral line of interest was introduced in an

4
ad hoc manner by Smith, While the effect of this term is negligible

over most of the spectral line, it is a convenient quantity to introduce

since it will insure the convergence of certain indeterminate integrals.

Tri***} denotes the trace operation taken over the plasma-radiator

system, ci is the dipole operator for the radiator and T(t) is the

time development operator for the system . The latter satisfies the

usual equation of motion;

it> ~-T(t)=HT(t) (I-D-4)

and can be written formally as

. ¿ÜL
T(t)=e * ¡ T(0)=1; (I-D-5)

where H is the Hamiltonian operator for the system, the form of which

will be specified later, The density matrix for the plasma radiator

system when it is in thermal equilibrium is given by

(I-D-6)

where 1C is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature
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The Fourier transform of the line shape.. t(t), can be interpreted

as the autocorrelation function for the amplitude of the wave train

of the radiation emitted when a radiator makes a spontaneous dipole

transition. An important property of $(t) is that

$(~t)=[$(t)]* (I-D-7)

which allows us to write l(w) as a Laplace, rather than a Fourier

transform,

I(»)=ÍR d-*-8)

This is an important difference since the initial value of any equation

of motion may be specified more easily at t=0 rather than in the

difficult limit t co.

The Hamiltonian operator H is taken as the sum of three terms,

H=H +H +Ht (I-D-9)
a p I

where H is the Hamiltonian for the isolated radiator, H is the
a p

Hamiltonian for the isolated plasma, and H^ is the Hamiltonian for
the interactions between the radiator and the particles of the

plasma. H and HT can be further subdivided into the contributions
P 1

from electrons and ions

H =H +H.+H.
p e i íe

Ht=H +H. .I ea ía

ft is convenient now to define the Liouville operator, L,

(l-D—10)

, 4
given by

Lf= £tH,f]j Lrf=*kHa,f]; etc. (I-D-11)
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We can new define the Liouville time development operator,

-iHt iHt

e"iLtf=e f fe11 =T(t)fT+(t) . (l-D-12)

With this definition the autocorrelation function, given by I-D-3,

becomes

*(t)=Tr{3*e“iLtpcí}. (l-D-13)

Equation I-D-13 is now seen to satisfy the Liouville equation, a

property that will be utilized in Chapter III.

I*£ Model For the Plasma

In order to evaluate equation I-D-2, additional approximations

are required. There have been a number of different theoretical

approaches to the problem of line broadening in plasmas, each of

which has employed a different set of assumptions. In this section

we will discuss a few of the approximations that are common to most

of the theoretical approaches. We will further consider what

restrictions these place on the model of the plasma.

No Quenching Approximation

One important approximation invoked by most theoretical

calculations of a line shape is the so-called no^quenching approxi-
14 7

mation. This has been discussed in detail by many authors ' * and

we will merely outline its implications here.

Any complete set of states may be used to evaluate the trace

operation and the matrix elements contained in equation I-D-2.

However, it is usually most convenient to use the complete set



formed by the direct product of the free radiator states denoted

by ¡a> and the free plasma states denoted by |a>*

|aa>=|a>|a> • (l-£-l)
These states satisfy the following eigenvalue equation

Ha|a>=£ala>

Hpla>=EJa>
(Ha+Hp)|aa>=(H3+Ea)|aa> (l-E-2)

where E and E are the energy eigenvalues for the free radiator
a a

and free plasma respectively. The initial and final states of the

radiator will be denoted by |i> and |f> respectively.
The autocorrelation can be rewritten by expressing the trace

as a sum over products of matrix elements*

$>(t)= z Oa|í |a 'a'><3 'a' |T(t) fa "a"><% '"a'">x
a* a '* a "* a " '

*<3,'"a"' \~£ |aa>. (I-E—3)

We shall be interested in the radiation that results when an atom

spontaneously decays from some excited state of principal quantum

number n to some state of lower principal quantum number n'. For

low lying levels of hydrogenic atoms it is commonly assumed that

radiationless transitions are improbable; hence* T(t) and T^(t)
will be assumed to have matrix elements only between states

of the same principal quantum number. This restriction* which

is the noKjuenching approximation* allows us to rewrite I-E-«3
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í>(t)=£<fa|3| ia><ict|T(t)| i'a>xi"a'|pcí| f'a"xf'a"\jl (t)| fa> (i-E—4)

where we have used the fact that a pure atomic operator, will be

diagonal between free plasma states.

Classical Path Approximation

For simple radiating systems for which the atomic physics is

well understood the real problem that must be considered-is the

statistical average over perturber states. In general this is an

extremely difficult problem, but one which can be simplified by
1 7

employing the classical path approximation. * In this approximation

the wave packets of the perturbers are assumed to be small enough

so that they do not overlap either with each other or with the

radiator. This allows us to view the perturbers as point particles

traveling in classical trajectories and interacting with classical

potentials. The effect of this approximation is to replace p,

defined by equation I-D-6, by its classical analog and correspondingly

to replace the trace over perturber states by integrals over

perturber coordinates. These simplifications are probably valid

for ions except at extreme densities and low temperatures, but

since electrons are much lighter and their wave packets much larger

they could present a problem. Several authors have shown, however,

that over much of the temperature and density ranges considered by
1 7

experiment the electrons will indeed behave like classical particles. *

Factoring The Initial Density Matrix

An additional approximation that is made throughout much of
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the literature'"*4*^*8 is the factorization of the density matrix,

¿“eapipe* (l«£-6)

where p , p. and p represent the density matrices for the radiator, the

ions, and the electrons respectively. This factorization implies that

the interactions among the ions, the electrons, and the radiator have

been neglected. Static correlations between the ions and the electrons

are not ruled out entirely, however, because they can be partially

accounted for by replacing the ion-ion interactions that appear in p

by some effective interactions which attempt to account for electron

screening of the ions. On the other hand, the perturber-atom interactions

are neglected in p; the effect of this exclusion will be discussed

later. Using this factored form of the density matrix, the average

over perturber coordinates in equation I-D-13,

$ (t)=Tr {3 ■ e L^p cf}, (l-E-6)

can be divided into a trace over atomic coordinates and a trace over

perturber coordinates

(]>€-7)

7
Baranger has shown that this approximation is equivalent to the

neglect of back reaction; that is to say the trajectories of the

perturbers are assumed to be unaffected by their interactions with

the radiator.

Until recently most theories of line broadening have assumed

that the ions are static: they are assumed to be so heavy that their
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distribution is not appreciably altered during the radiative

lifetime of the atom. This is equivalent to assuming that the
4

ions are infinitely massive. Smith has shown that this approximation

implies that the kinetic energy part of the ion Hamiltonian will

commute with the potential energy part. The effect of this commutation

is that the free ion Hamiltonian does not appear in the Liouville

time development operator in equation I-£-7. This allows us to

write equation 1-0-8 in the following form

(I-E-8)l(w)= deP(e)j(we)

where

(1-0-9)

and where P(0 is the static microfield distribution calculated by
9 10

Hooper. ' It will be noted that all of the dependence on the

ion field variable is contained in the Liouville operator, L(e).

The associated Hamiltonian is then given by

H(e)=+Í +ee-R+H +Hv
a e ae

(I-E-10)

where the ion radiator interaction is given in the dipole

approximation. R is the position vector of the atomic electron

and e is the electric field strength at the radiator. For

convenience in notation we will define

H (e)=tt +et-$
a a

which allows us to write

HU)=Ha(c)+Hae+He (I-E-U)
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L(e)=L (e)+L +L . (l-E-12)
a ae e

As a result of the static ion approximation we are able to

concentrate on the electron broadening of an atom placed in an

external field; that is, we determine J(coe).

The effect of ion motion has been shown to be important only
4

in the very center of a spectral line, but there are, nevertheless,

certain physical situations where it is observable. Several authors

have discussed this problem.It will be ignored, however, through¬

out the remainder of this dissertation, and the ions will henceforth

be assumed to be static.



CHAPTER II
UNIFIED THEORIES

II-A Introduction

Before the late 1950's it was thought that all Stark broadening

resulted from ions since the fast moving electrons were expected to

have no net effect.It was first shown by Kolb and Griem^ in
17

1958 and by Baranger that electron dynamics would be important

and result in a considerable amount of broadening. Exact

calculations of line profiles that include the effect of the electrons

are not in general possible, hence a number of theoretical approaches

have appeared, each of which uses a different set of approximations.

All line broadening theories may be divided into two broad

categories, those which are fully quantum mechanical are those

which make the classical path assumption for the perturbers. Several

fully quantum mechanical theories have been developed;, however the

only successful calculations of entire line profiles have been

based on theories in which the classical path approximation has been

made. In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss only these

theories. A fully quantum mechanical treatment, valid over the

entire line shape, would be preferable* of course, but this has not

yet been possible. It should be noted that the formalism developed

in Chapter III of this dissertation is not limited to the classical

path approximation and might be used as a starting point for an all

order, fully quantum mechanical calculation.

13



The first line shape calculations that included electron

broadening realistically were the so-called impact theories of Kolb

and Griem, and of Baranger. While these approaches employ a factored

density matrix and make the static ion and classical path approximations,

they also make the impact approximation and the completed collision

assumption. The completed collision assumption treats the electrons

as moving so fast that collisions can be considered instanteous.

Baranger has shown that this is equivalent to a Markov approximation

that leads to a considerable simplification. Also included in the

impact theory is the impact approximation. This assumes that

close collisions between atom and electrons will occur one at a

time and, hence, further simplifies the calculation by considering

wily binary electron atom collisions.

The early impact theory calculations also took the collision

operator (Chapter III) to second order in the electron-atom

interaction. Any theory that makes this approximation is called

a second order theory. It should be pointed out that not all

second order theories are impact theories: Smith and Hooper in

1967^^**^ developed a fully quantum mechanical second order theory

without the completed collision or impact approximations.

It will be observed in Chapter IV that second order theories
21

are valid only in the line center, while one-electron theories,

which result from expanding J(oje) in powers of the inverse frequency

separation are valid only in the line wings. Recently several unified

theories have been developed that are valid both in the line wings

and in the line center
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n-B Biá.fi9^,.TfíegrY„.c£,Yi^aX*.£c.0KiLan¿ ?flüh

The first successful unified theory calculations were carried

out by Vidal, Cooper, and Smith (VCS).22,23 Although they used the

classical path and static ion approximations together with a

factored density matrix they included all orders of the electron

atom perturbation.

The starting point for the VCS calculation is the electron

broadening line shape, given by

J(me)=i-R dtelutT: ae
{¿r -iL(e)t

•© papeP (lI-B-l)

where the approximation that p =p p has been utilized. The form

of II«B“1 can be simplified by separating the trace over atomic

coordinates from that over electron coordinates and by performing

the Laplace transform:

ju>= (II-B-®)
24

VCS then employ a projection operator technique developed by Zwanzig
25 26

end by Mori * to obtain the result:

J(ue)= LRjr

where

M(co)=-i

71 6 3{üf»L *4i(to) Pa}

dtelAa)°Pt<L (t)G(t)L >
ea ea

(II-B-3)

G(t)=T {- I dt'(l~P)Lea(tO}

op a

exp h jq

U), iea ea
(H-e-4)



T is the tin» ordering operator and P is the projection operator

defined by

16

Pf=p Tr if},
e e (H-e-5)

In equation II-e-3 all of the complicated dependence on the N electrons

has been transferred into the effective atomic operator, M(w). This

is a particularly useful functional form for the line broadening

problem since M(w) can be interpreted as a frequency dependent width
0

and shift operator.

Equation II-£-4 is still not a form which is amenable to calcu¬

lation, One means of approximating this equation is to set the time

development operator in II-B-6 equal to 1, This leads to the so-

called second order theories which receive their name from the

fact that M(u) is second order in the electron-atom interaction.

Many line broadening calculations have been made using this

approximation: from the early calculations of the impact theory

to a fully quantum mechanical treatment by Smith and Hooper.

However, this approximation breaks down in the line wings. In other

words when L and therefore, M(w), is large, it is incorrect to étop
G 3

at finite order in an electron-atom perturbation expansion.

Since the unified theory is supposed to be valid in the line

wings as well as in the line center, setting the time development

operator equal to 1 is not allowable. VCS showed that to lowest

order in the density the time development operator could be

approximated in the following wayj

G(t)=T {-“'
exp fi

tdt"e"iLet(l-P)zL (j Je1^1}
0 j ea

{-
j exp

(j*t")} (II-B-6)



with M(w) given by

The average is performed over the coordinates of particle 1 only.

It should be noted that II-6-7 is all orders in the electron-atom

interaction. It was shown that in this approximation

(1~P)L (O+L (1).
ea ea

(II-B-8)

Oie important limitation imposed by taking only the lowest order

term in the density expansion is that electron-electron interactions

are omitted both from p and L (j,t). VCS partially correct for

this by assuming that the electrons can be replaced by shielded

quasi-particles, in other words they assume that the electric

field in e *R is shiélded. We will see in the next section

how Capes and Voslamber included electron-electron correlations

in their theory.

Another VCS approximation, the neglect of time ordering from

equation II-B-7, has been discussed in detail by Smith, Cooper, and
28

Roszman, and it will not be further considered here. Integrating

by parts, equation II-e-7 becomes

Finally VCS assume that the time dependence of R can be neglected

in the expression for L (l,t)j henceG 3

L (l,t)=eS*e“iIe^1^te(l)eiI^^1^t.
ea

(II-B-10)
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Instead of actually performing a spatial integration over the

time dependent shielded electric field,

VCS replace it by an mshielded one and cut off the resulting

integral over the free particle trajectories at the Debye sphere.

It is interesting to note that if the upper limit of the integral

in the exponential of II«B««9 is extended to infinity, the time develop¬

ment operator in the interaction representation goes over to the
S-matrix and we regain an all order impact theory. This is entirely

equivalent to the completed collision assumption. Thus the

expression for M(üj) finally evaluated by VCS was

M(u )*—inAu
op

ÍAía)od^dte‘taw°P,'<exp{- I* dt'L (r-*v t')}—1>Aoj . (II-B-11)
6 3 Op

The resulting matrix was inverted to yield an expression for the

line shape.

The numerical results obtained by this formulation of the

line broadening problem has been shown to agree well with most

currently available experimental results. Nevertheless, the

approximations that have gone into this development are not entirely

transparent. The density expansion was truncated in a way that

precludes the possibility of going to higher order. In addition,
there is no way of examining the validity of the way in which

electron correlations were included.

It is also possible to formulate a systematic kinetic theory

approach to line broadening. This method, as developed by Capes
p7 29

and Voslamber, * will be discussed in the next section.
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II—C Theory of Capes and Voslamber

A systematic treatment of the line broadening problem may

be effected by viewing the radiating atom and the N electrons as

an N+l particle system obeying a Liouville equation. Capes and
07 09

Voslamber^ * have developed such a theory that included electron

correlations in a more systematic fashion. This section will outline

their approach, indicating its advantages and where it differs from

the VCS theory.

Capes and Voslamber make several of the usual approximations

including the classical path approximation, the neglect of perturber-

atom interactions from the density matrix, and the static ion

approximation. They do not, however, neglect electron correlations,

and their theory offers an understanding of what effect these correlations

will have on the line shape.

As in the VCS theory, Capes and Voslamber start with the

equation

J(we)= ^ (11-01)

which they reduce to a simpler form by utilizing the fact that the

integrand obeys a Liouville equation:

Lütt— . iL— )0(aji»»«Njt):=O

(11*02)

where we have defined

5(a,l—N;t)^Ne‘4L(e)tpepaí, (1103)
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and where we have explictly nade the classical path approximation.

Taking partial traces of 11-02, a 3EGKY hierarchy of kinetic equations

results

s s . N 3<j>,, a
+iL ■*! I L (j))D(a,l««*Sit)+ I (v.^V -A* l • -TT")D(a*l,,,sjt)V3t 3 j=l 63 j=l 3 3 m i=S+l 3x. 3v.

<3 J

dfs+1 ) v —»Ü—"in d(s+l)L (s+l)5(a,l»«»sjs+ljt)" —
6 3 IE

i-l 3X¿
D(a,l‘**sjt)

*i (11-04)
where

^(a,l-*‘sjt)^rrs+1...N{^(a,l***Njt)}. (II-05)
The first two equations of this hierarchy are

+iLa)Ü‘(a5t)=::-in d(2)^(a,ljt), (lI-C-6)

(■Jr+iL +iL (l))+v *v )tf(a,ljt)=-in d(2)L (2)tf(a,l,2;t)de a ea i i ea

3 (j)
-i fd(2) —2-L • •2—í(a,l,2St).m *)•

3X. 3V.
(11-07)

1 ' 1

Since J(we) could be written as

J(we)~ i-R
it e

dtelüítTr {¿*tf(ajt)},
3

(11-08)

Capes and Voslamber then solved for £f(a;t). To do so they assumed

that tf(ajlj2jt) could be expressed as an approximate functional of

tf(ajt) and tí(a,lst). This resulted in a pair of coupled differential

equations which were solved simultaneously. Their closure

relationship based on the weak coupling approximation was

I?(a,l,2jt)=Dta,ljt)Vp(2)+^(a,l;t)Vp(l)^(ajt)V2(p(l2)-p(l)p(2)) (11*09)
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where the reduced density matrix is given by
30

P(1--*s)= ••• d(s+l)»»»d(N)p .

If the closure relationship, II-C-9, is substituted into the

second equation of the hierarchy, II-C-7, and if only those terms

which are lowest order in an expansion in the electron-electron

coupling strength are kept, then 11-07 becomes

(rr +iL +iL (l)+v. «V. )$(a,ljt)=- ~^3t a ea l i m

3fn(v,) a*,, _

d(2) -~3(a,ljt)
9X

1
9 v

1

-inf0(vi)jd(2)Lea(2)D(a,2jt)-nf0(v1 )j d(2)Leg(2)g(l2)p (2)B(a;t) j

P(l2)^(l)p(2)g(l2); fQ(vi )=^Vp (l), (II-C-10)

where the symmetry properties of the interactions have been used

to eliminate some of the resulting integrals. The first term on

the right hand side of equation II-C-10 is recognized as the Vlasov
27

operator, V(l). If the Laplace transforms of II-C-C and II-C-10

are solved simultaneously, we find that

D(a,ljto)- i Lgg(l)lf(as to)j
to-L -L (l)+iv *V -V(l)

a ea l l

(II-C-11)

V(l) is again the Vlasov operator, and Ls is the electron-atom

interaction, statically shielded by the electron-electron pair

correlation function. If equation II-C-11 is substituted into

the right hand side of the Laplace transform of II-C-5 then we get

D(a,ljw)— i
to-L —M(io')

a

(II-C-12)
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where the memory operator, M(oj), is given by

M(<j) )=~in d(l)L (1) — —
63

u-L -L (l)+iv «V -V(l)
a ea i i

t'u).
ea (II-C-13)

Using a technique similar to the cane presented in Appendix F Capes

and Voslamber showed that this equation reduces to

M(io)=-iN d(1) fdtelAa)op^L^ (l,t)U(t)LS (l)¿it ea ea

U(t)^T {-~
exp H

dt"L (]¿')}
ea (lI-C-14)

where L (l,t) is a dynamically shielded interaction and U(t) isG 3

the interaction representation time development operator. This

result is identical to that of VCS except for the shielding which

appears in the electron-atom interactions. Note, however, that

the electron-electron interaction appearing in U(t) is not shielded

while the two interactions appearing around it are. Thus it is not

possible to further simplify 11-014 by performing an integration

by parts as was done in equation II-e-10.

The main strength of the approach of Capes and Voslamber is

the fact that their theory includes the effect of electron

correlations in a way which is preferable to the ad hoc cut-off

prócedure employed by VCS. Its main weakness, however, is the

closure hypothesis, equation II-C-7. Capes and Voslamber show

that this is closely related to the impact approximation (binary

collision approximation for electron-atom interactions, and like

the impact approximation, there is no clear cut v;ay of improving

upon it. In the next chapters we will close the hierarchy in a
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way in which approximations may be more systematically made, and

we will suggest an approximation procedure which leads to a more

inclusive result than found in equation 11-014.



CHAPTER III
FORMAL KINETIC THEORY APPLIED TO LINE BROADENING

III—A

In this section we will develop a kinetic theory of line
27 29broadening in plasmas similar to that derived by Voslamber. *

The formalism will be developed for an atom, perturbed by an

external field, and immersed in a one component plasma; therefore

the static ion approximation is implicit. However, two other

frequently employed approximations will be avoided: the classical

path approximation and the neglect of electron-atom interactions

in the initial density matrix.

From equation I*€~9 the line shape function for electron

broadening is given by

(iII-A-l)

This can be written in the alternative form:

(III-A-2)

where we have defined the operator ¿(a,l***N;t) and its Laplace

transform, t>(a,l#,#N;co), as in equation II-C-3;

24



(III-A-3)

ZO

D(a,l-..N¡»)=^

where V is the system volume and is given by

n -eHieJyu , —3H(e)
paN“e A^ie

H(eH* (e)+ZH! (j) + Z H^+EH (j).
j i<jeejea

In the above equation H (j) represents the kinetic energy of

particle j, H1^ represents the interaction between particles i and6“

j, and H (j) represents the interaction of the atom with electron j.0 3

The Liouville operator corresponding to H(e) is given by

Z Lse+ £Lea(j)j i<j ee j ea
(lII-A-4)

where here and henceforth the functional dependence of L ánd L on

the ion microfield, ¿ , will be suppressed. We also define the reduced

functions.

6(a.l...65tHSTxsn...N(e-iLtpa3}
5(a.l—Pi

*

p(a,l*«*s)=Trs+1(paN} . (III-A-6)

Hence the expression for J(cje) can be written as

j(u>£ )= ^ R
tt ej 0

dtelwtTr (d*D(a;t)},
3

J(we)= ^ReTra{d«D(ajw)}, (III-A-6)
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and thus the problem is to determine $(a;t) or Dia;^).
We start by noting that the operator fi(a,l***Njt) obeys the

31
Iiouville equation.

( ~ +íL)d(a,l«••N;t)=0, (III-A-7)

from which we can now generate a hierarchy of kinetic equations

by taking partial traces;

l5(a,l»**s+l;t) (III-A-S)

(III-A-9)

where the thermodynamic limit has been assumed. The first three

equations of this hiérarchy are given explicitly:

The approach followed by Capes and Voslamber to solve for D(a;t) was

to use a closure relationship, expressing D(a,l,2;t) as an

approximate functional of D(a;t) and D(a,l;t). While this procedure

led to a closed set of coupled differential equations that could be

readily solved, its weakness lay in the nature of the closure

relationship. They justify their method of closure by relating it

to an expansion in the coupling parameters; but the limitations of



their technique are not clear and a method of improving upon their

results is not obvious.

22 23The procedure followed by Vidal, Cooper, and Smith * was not

as inclusive as the one used by Capes and Voslanfrer, but it does

have one important advantage: the expansion in the density, used

in order to get an expression for the memory operator, is well

understood and can be related to a diagrammatic expansion of the

self^nergy operator.

In this dissertation we combine the advantages of the

hierarchy approach of Capes and Voslanber with those of the weak

coupling limit. In the remainder of this chapter we will develop
32 33

a formally exact method to close the hierarchy. * In Chapter IV

we will apply the weak coupling limit to the formally exact

expression for S(ajt). It will be seen in Chapter IV that, depending

on how the weak coupling limit is applied, we can reproduce several

of the existing theories of electron broadening as approximations

to the exact theory. Furthermore, we then generate our own

approximation procedure which enables us to develop a more systematic

theory.

III-B Formal Closure.

First Equation of the Hierarchy

Rather than immediately employ an approximate closure

relationship, we will proceed formally to obtain an exact relationship

by observing that 0(a,l,***s;t) represents a linear map of an

atomic function onto a space containing functions of electron

coordinates as well as atomic coordinates;



sjt)=U(a,l***s;t)P(a)d,

í(aíl*,,sjca):::U(a>l,,*s;ü3)p(a)?í (ill-e-l)

U(a,l...sjt)=Trs+1...N VNe"iUpaN}p-1(a).
U(a>l***sju)=;rxs+^#iO' JLl paN'P (III^^)

For the specific case where the trace is taken over all N electrons

we get

D(ajt)=U(ajt)p(a)ct,

5(a; w)=U(a$u))p(a)<í» (111-6-3)

U(ast)=rr1...N{VNe‘iLtpaN}p_1(a)»

¿P^lp-'Ca). (III-fJ-4)
The first step in effecting our closure will be to eliminate p(a)cf
in III“B-1 in favor of D(ajt) in equation Hence, assuming

that an inverse exists for U(ajt) and Ü(ajw), the functionals

which result are

0(a,l***sjt |ff(a;t))=U(a,l»»‘Sjt)u‘"1(a|t)lí(ajt), (III«B«6)

or the Laplace transformed version,

b(a,l***ssw|D(aju)))=U(a,l***sjw)U Ha; w)D(ajw). (lII-B-6)

U(a,l***S|t) and U(a,l**es;co)u"1(a;w) vdll in general be extremely

complicated operators. Equation III-f3*«6 gives us a formal method
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of closing the hierarchy of equations at any level (any value of s).

The first equation of the hierarchy, III-A-10, may therefore

be written

(~+iLa) D(ajt)=-inTx1{Lea(l)U(a,ljt)U^(ajt)}$(ajt). (III-B-7)
This can be cast in a different form.

34

(3f-+iLa)D(ast):=-i
ft
df'x(f'-t)D(ajt) (III-B-8)

by introducing a collision operator, which is non-local

in time. This is a particularly easy form to Laplace transform.

Inspection of equation III-B-5 shows that as t-> 0, S(a,l***s;t)

approaches a time independent functional of S(ajt)

£im í(a,l***sjt |D(ajt)=6'(a,l**,s;t:=0 |IÍ(a;t))
t^O

=U(a,l,,*sjt=:0)U (ajt=0)D(ajt) . (III-6-9)

This shows thatx(L^-t) has a singular contribution at t'=t.

Extrabting this part explicitly fromx(t^-t) yields

(~T+iL )D(ajt)=-iBD(ajt)-if dt'M(t'-t)S(a;tOn a JQ (m-e-io)

where B is time independent. The operator M(t'-t) is now non¬

singular and the integral in which it appears vanishes as t* 0.

If equation III-B-10 is Laplace transformed we find that

(o>-L )D(a;w)=iD(ajt-0)+M(u)í(as to) +B^(aj w)
3

(hi-©—li)
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This result displays the same fmotional form obtained by VCS where

M(u) together with B plays the role of the VCS memory operator.

It can be shown that B vanishes when electron-atom interactions

are neglected from the density matrix. Consistent with the

separation of the singular part of the collision operator, x(t'-t),

from the non-singular part, we write t>(a,l0,,sjt|D(ajt)) as the sum

of its short time limit, equation III-£-9, and a time dependent

remainder which vanishes at t=0:

D(a,l«*»sst ¡D(a;t))=U(a,l*‘»sjt=0)U 1(ajt=0)l5tajt)+ £(a,l'**s;t) (HI-B-12)

where

£(a,l#**sjt=0)=0 „ (III-B-13)
It can be seen that f*(a,ljt) is related to the non-singular part

of the collision operator, xit'-t). Equation III-B-9, which is

sometimes called the short time limit, is discussed in Section C

of this chapter.

We now make a few observations about J?(a,l*#,sjt:::0|$(ajt))
and ?(a,l*»*s;t), given by equations III-i-9 and III-B-12.

From the definition of U(a,l***sjt) given by III-£-2 we have

U(a,l»*»s;t=0):ip(a,l***s)p Ha)i U(a,t=0)=l

U(a,l***s;t=0)U~1 (a,t=0)=p(a,l***s)p Ha). (lII-B-14)

Substituting III-B-14 into III-B-12 and taking the Laplace transform

gives

S(a,l**sjw|D(a;w)=p(a,l*‘*s)p"1(a)D(ajw)'+p(a,l***sjcj). (III-B-15)



The closure relationship, equation III-B-6 in conjunction with

equation II1-B-15 enables us to write:

?(a,l*»»sjo))-K(a,l )5(ajw) (III-B-16)

(III-B-17)

The functional form of the operators, B and M(uj1 can now be

exhibited explicitly. Considering the Laplace transform of the

first equation of the hierarchy, equation III-A-10,

(w-L )S(ajaj)=nTr {L (1 )S(a,lsui)(a3 16 3

and by using equations III-B-15 and III-B-16 we arrive at

(to-LjDiajwJ-nTrJL (l)p(a,l)p ^ajH^ajai)
3 1 6a

-nTr,{L (l)K(a,lsw)}$(ajw)-ip (a)á .■i G 3
(III-B-18)

This can be compared to equation III-B-11 to get

D(ajw) r p (a)ci
oi-L )

a

B^Tr { L (1 )p (a,l)p ^a)}
1 6 3

M(w)=nTr{L (l)B(a,ljo))} .
* 63

(III-B-19)

The operator, B, as it is defined in equation III-B-19, is a simple

fincibn of well defined operators and can be calculated. The operator

M(w), on the other hand, contains the formal operator, K(a,ljoj),
which is obtained from the next equation of the hierarchy.



Second Equation of the Hierarchy

The approach used to cast the first equation of the hierarchy

in the form of a linear kinetic equation is well known. However,

it has been shown that if we close the second equation of the

hierarchy in the same manner as the first, a useful result,
32 33

which may be easily and systematically approximated, is obtained *

The approximation technique used will be discussed in detail in

Chapter IV.

From equation III-A-10 we have the second equation of the

hierarchy,

(<L_ +iL^)D(a,l;t)=-inTr2{(L. (2)+L**)D(a,l,2;t)}.
0 ^ ^ 63 cc

In order to put this into a form where K(a,ljw) appears explicitly,

we first use equation III-e-15:

¿(aíljtJ^ía,!)?"1 (a)D(ajt)+P(a,l;t)

S(a,l,2jt)=p(a,l,2)p“1(a)D(ajt)+P(a,l,2jt). (III-B-20)

If these relations are substituted into equation III-B-20 the

resulting expression is

(¿L +iL(l))p(a,l)p~1(a)D(ajt)+ (9__ +iL(l) )P(a,ljt)
<H 9t

=-inTr {(L (2)+L^)p(a,l,2)p ^a) )D(a;t)

-inTr2((Lea(2)+Lee)?(a,l,2;t)}. (III-B-21)

This equation is developed further in Appendix A where the

properties of the equilibrium hierarchy for an N+l particle system
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are used. The resulting kinetic equation is

(jjL. +iL^) )P(ajljt )=-iGL (l)p**1 (a)S(a;t)+ip(a,l)x
dt ea

xp’J(a)nTr1ÍLea(l)P(a.l;t)}-inTr2{(Lea(2)+L^)í>(a,1.2jt)}(III^.22)
where the operator GL (l) is given by

6 3

GLea^P** (a^(a>t)=[P (a.l)p’"1(a)nTr2{p(a^2)P21}
■hiTr2{p(a.l,2)P2i}]Lea(l)p"1(a)5(a;t) (III-B-23)

and where P^ is the permutation operator, defined in Appendix A.
Taking the transform of equation III-£-22 we have

(w-L^)?(a,ljw)+p(a,l)p J(a)nTr ÍL (l)p(a,l;co)}

‘nTr2{(Lea(2)+Líe^(a'1-2íü))}=íGLéa(l)^asü,) (ni-B-24)
where we have used equation III-B-13. If we use the definition that

P(a,l#**si<i))=K(a,l,*»s;u))S(a}a)) then equation III-B-24 becomes

(a>-L^)i£(a,l;a))+p (a,!^*"1 (a)nTr, {L (l)K(a,l;w)}■*■ © 3

-nTr2{(Iea(2)*L”)R(a,l,2!«1)=GLea(l). (111-6-25)
Thus we have a kinetic equation for K(a,l;w) in terms of K(a, 1,2;to )

and a source term, GL (l). We now make the formal definition
ea

V(a,l;w)K(a,l;w)=nTr2{(Lea(2)+Lae1)K(a<l,2;u) }
-p(a,l)p *( a)nTr {L (l)K(a,l;w)> (III-B-26)J- © 3

which is discussed in Appendix B. With the use of equation III*í¡-26



we solve equation III-ii-25 formally to get a convenient form for

K(a,ljJ

k(a,lju>)= GL (1) . (III-B-27)

The memory operator then becomes

MH^inTrjiL (l) iryI- --GL (l)}. (lII-B-28)ea w-LU;-V(a,l;a)) 63

It is now possible to analyze V(a,ljuj) in exactly the same manner

that we analyzed the collision operator, x(t^t), that is, we

separate V(a,ljoj) into frequency dependent and frequency independent

parts:

V(a,liw)=V(a,ljo)=“)+V^(a,Ijco) . (lII-£-29)c

The infinite frequency term, Via,!;^^), is analyzed in Appendix B

with the result that

V(a,ljw=°°)K(a,l5to)R'iTr {(L (2)+L^)x¿ 6 a 6c

X X(a,l,2ju:=»)% 1(a,l;w=“)}K(a,l;w)-p(a,l)p~1(a)Tr {L (l)K(a,ljaj)}
l

K(a,l...sjto)=¿(a,l-*s5(jj)L (l). (III-B-30)
G 3

The collisional part of III-B-29 can best by analyzed by continuing

to the next equation of the hierarchy.



Third Equation of the Hierarchy

We already have expressions for M(oj) and J(u£) in terms of

V(a,ljw=5”) which are formally more inclusive than any previously

derived. In order to fully understand what part of V(a,ljto) is

included in its short time limit, vCa^ljo)150), we must understand

what is excluded from itj that is, we must look at V (a,l:u)). To
c

do this we will require the third equation of the hierarchy,

(~ +iL(2))í(a,l,2;t)-inTr3{ (Lea(3)+L^+L^)B(a,l,2,3St)} . (III-A-IO)
From Appendix B, equations B-9 and B-10, we know that:

k(a,l*#'snú)=¿(a,l-*sju)L. (l)p 1 (a)
© 3

K(a,l**#sjío)=¿(a,l***Sjcú) % 1 (a,lju)k(a,l;o>). (lII-B-31)

Then in equation B-41 we defined the operator V(a,ljw):

V(a,l;u )K(a,ljco)=«Tr {(L (2)+L2MX(a,l,25aJ)?¿(a,ljaJ)}K(a,l|a,)
Z ca cc

Tp(a,l)p 1(a)NTr2{Lea(2)P2i}k(a,lJt0).
We now want to divide V(a,l;w) into frequency dependent and

independent parts, in a manner suggestive of the separation of the

collision operator in equation III-B-11. In order to do this we

consider the inverse transform of K(a,l***sjtj) and write it as a

functional of the inverse transform of K(a,ljw),

K(a,l°**sjt)=K(a,l**«sjt|K(a,ljt)). (III-B-32)

Following a procedure analogous to that used to derive equation

III-B~12 we now separate this last expression into a short time

functional and a time dependent remainder term:



(III-B-33)K(a,l***s;t| K(a,ljt))-i<(a,l***sjt-0| K(a,ljt))+X(a,l»»«sjt).

The Laplace transform of equation III-B-33 yields

k(a,l‘"s;w|k(a,l;u)))=K(a,l***sjt=Ojk(a,ljJ)+X(a,l«**s;J. (III-B-34)

Hence, comparing this result with equation B-13, we observe that

the infinite frequency limit is related to the short time limit:

K(a,l*«»S}io|K(a,l;m))=%(a,l*»,s;u):a’0) (a,li(jj=c°)k(a,ljw)
+X(a,l***s;ío) (III-B-35)

X(a,l***sjü))=x(a,l***sjw)K(a,l;w)=[X(a,l***sjíü) X ^ajljw)

Xf3' (a^l**•S5a)=^0)] K(a,l}td). (III-B-36)

The similarity of the above with equations III-B-12 and III-B-17

suggests that the approach used to determine the functional form

of V (a,ljco) from the third equation of the hierarchy will followc

that used in Section III-B to find the functional form of M(tj)

from the second equation of the hierarchy.

With the exception of an intermediate step, the algebra involved

in converting the third equation of the hierarchy into one for

x(a,l,2;aj), defined by equation III-B-35, is similar to that

used to convert the second equation of the hierarchy from an

equation for t)(a,ljt) to one for k(a,l;u).32,33 -r^g xesui-t 0f

this conversion, determined in Appendix C, is

(w“L^)x(a,l,2;io)-i%(a*l*2itj^°)% 1 (a,lico=¿° )x

’‘[nTr2{(Lea(2,+LeeS(a':1'2i")]-nTl3((Lea(3)+Leet
+r1e)^(a,X,2}j))=S(a,l,2) (III-B-37)

where S(a,l,2) is a complicated, frequency independent, source term.



If we further define an operator, W(a,l,2ja)), as follows,

W(a,l,2ju))x(a,l,23(Jj)=X(a,l,2;w=!“)^ 1 (a,ljor^>)x

<"TV(W2Ké,*(a'l*2!“),^TV(W3,+L«*
♦L^)J(a,l»2,3j«>) , (III-B-38)

we can formally solve for x(a,l,2jaj) and V (a, 1 jco ) in terms of
c

S(a,l,2) and W(a,l,2jw):

x(a,1,23(0)= 7TT —-S(a,l,2),
w-L^'-W(a,l,23to)

Vc(a,lsco)=-inTr2{(L^)+L2i) —i S(a,l,2)}, (III-B-39)
(0“*L -W(a,l,2s[0)

where we recognize that V (a,l3co) is still formally exact with all
c

the complicated N-body effects hidden in the operator W(a,l,2sco).

I11*0 Shoyt Time Limit

In the next chapter we will consider sobe possible weak

coupling limits to the memory operator, M(co). Before we do this,

however, it will be useful to consider an alternative approximation

method,, In equation III-B-10 we rev/rote the first equation of the

hierarchy in the form:

( ~~+iL )í(a3t)=-iBD(ast)-if dt'M(t'-t)D(ast'), (III-B-10)a JO

where B represented the singular, tine independent part of the collision

operator, x(t"“t), and M(t'~t) represented its time dependent,

nonsingular part. From the Laplace transform of equation

III-B-10 we got



(III-B-10)é(aI“)= B-La-B^l(u) » a3'
B was called the short time limit of x(t'-*t) and M(w) vanished in

the infinite frequency limit. Hence, the memory operator was divided

into a frequency dependent and a frequency independent part. We

will see in this section that it is useful to apply the analogous
35 36

separation to higher order equations in the hierarchy. a

Equation III-B-11, above, is exact and has the same form as

the expressions for M(w) and V (a,lj“) which are also exactsc

M(co)=-inTr2iL (1) j.-y-— CL (l)p *(3)} (III-B-28)ea a)-LUj-V(a,lju=-)-Vr(a,ljü))c

V,(a.li»)=-inTr,{(L (2)<‘) [rr- -S(a,1.2)>. (III-B-39)

Thus, in formally closing the first equation of the hierarchy, we

have put all the effects of the N electrons into the atomic

operators, B and M(w). Similarly, in formally closing the second

equation of the hierarchy, we have cast the evaluation of M(w)

into the form of an effective two body problem (the atom and one

electron) where the operators, V(a,ljoo=<*>) and V (a,ljw) containc

the effects of N-l electrons. Thus, in both the expression for

l5(aju ) and that for M(w) the many body effects have been divided

into a short time (infinite frequency) limit and a frequency dependent

part that vanishes at t-0 (w=>°). The former terms contain mean

field effects while the latter contain collisional effects.

Next we consider the physical significance of B and M(w) as

they appear in the effective atomic resolvent which governs the

time development of the operator p á, equation III-B-11. If3



v/e were to neglect M(aj) then all electron-atom effects would

be contained in B and the time development of P d would be governed

by the mean field electron-atom interactions. The analysis of the

separation of V(a,lsuj) into Via^lju330) and V (a,ljw) in equationc

111*6-28 is very similar. If v/e were to neglect V (a,ljw), the
c

time development represented by the resolvent operator,

equation III-6-28, would be governed by the exact interaction of

the atom with one electron, L^, plus the mean field effects

of the remaining N-l electrons included in Via,!}^^), Another

way of stating this is that the atom is perturbed by a single

electron moving in a static background due to the other N-l electrons.

This discussion suggests a possible systematic approximation

method for calculating the line shape function, l(w). Keeping

only B in the expression for l(co) is the crudest approximation and

leads only to a slight shift in the location of the line center.

Making the approximation at the next level, that is, neglecting

only V (a,ljw) from the denominator of the expression for M(w)c

includes the interaction of the atom with one electron exactly,

together with the mean field effects of the other N-l electrons.

It will be observed in the next chapter that most existing

theories of electron broadening can be obtained by taking some

sort of weak coupling limit of the result of this approximation

to M(io). It is possible to go further and keep only the short

time limit of W(a,l,2jm) which appears in the denominator of the

expression for V (a,l;co), but since retaining only V(a,ljaF«)c

yields an expression for the memory operator which goes beyond



most existing theories, the nature of V (a,ljo)) will not be emphasizedc

here.

The approximation procedure outlined in this section should

be regarded as a possible alternative to the weak coupling limit.

It is hoped that this method will serve as a starting point for a

fully quantum mechanical unified theory applicable to a high

density plasma.



CHAPTER IV
WEAK COUPLING LIMITS

IV-A Introduction

In Section III-C we discussed an exceedingly useful

procedure for obtaining approximate line shape functions by taking

the short time limits of the different collision operators. In

this chapter, however, we will consider a different approximation

procedure which, we shall, show, parallels more closely the

results of existing theories of line broadening. This technique,

called the weak coupling limit, involves a perturbation expansion

in some sort of coupling parameters; the impact approximation

mentioned in Chapter II is related to this technique. In this

chapter we identify possible expansion parameters and explore

some expansion techniques. We will find that variation in

the weak coupling methods lead to different expressions for the

memory operator, some of which we will relate to existing theories.

One expansion will be developed that leads to an expression for

the line shape that contains several of the previously developed

theories as approximations, and which can be systematically

carried further than any of them.

In Chapter III the results were exact within the limitations

of the static ion approximation; neither the classical path nor

the no-quenching approximations were made. However, the bulk of

the literature concerning line broadening has been within the

framework of these approximations, and they will also be assumed

41



in the remainder of this dissertation. On the other hand it

will be shown that several of the important approximations which
16 17 22 23have been introduced in an ad hoc manner by many authors, » * •

the impact approximation, the neglect of electron-electron

correlations, and the neglect of electron-atom correlations from

the density matrix, will follow from simple expansions of the

memory operator in the various coupling parameters.

However, a difficulty that arises in the coupling constant

expansion as applied to the line broadening problem in the existence

of two intrinsically different types of interactions: the electron-

electron interaction and the electron-atom interaction. The

electron-electron interaction is treated extensively in the plasma
37 38theory literature. * The electron-atom interaction, however,

will contain atomic operators which are unrelated to the fundamental

lengths of the usual plasma problem. This suggests that the

coupling constant we use for the electron-atom interaction

should be independent of the one we use for the electron-electron

interaction. In plasma line broadening, the concept of truncating

a hierarchy:! of kinetic equations by expanding simultaneously in

two independent parameters was carried out first by Capes and
27

Voslairber. While also using a two parameter expansion, we

will employ a different electron-electron coupling parameter

and will apply the vreak coupling limit in a somewhat different way.

We now discuss possible expansions and expansion parameters

further. The most straightforward method is to expand in powers

óf the coupling constants, A and A , defined by the relations,GG G 2
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(iV-A-l)

(IV-A-2)

This is the approach used by Capes and Vos lamber and we will later

show that our technique for approximating the kinetic equations

gives a result very much like theirs if we go to the same order

in the two coupling constants as they did. The expansion in the

electron-atom coupling constant is a good one, as seen in

Appendix D, and we will use it in this chapter. On the other hand

it has been shown in the literature that for large ranges of

plasma temperature and density where the electron-electron coupling

constant may not be a valid expansion parameter, an expansion in
37the plasma parameter is the better-choice.

The procedure involved in expanding in the coupling

constant for an interaction is a simple one which orders contributions

to quantities being expanded in powers of that constant. The

concept involved in the plasma parameter expansion, however, is

slightly more subtle; before the coupling parameter is ever

identified, all expressions are first scaled to an appropriate

set of units. The natural units with which to scale the plasma

problem are

p=(4rrne2/m)2; I^=(Kl/47Tne2) %U)

(IV-A-3)

As shown in Appendix D, where the equations involved in the line

broadening problem are scaled to these lengths, the appropriate



expansion parameter is the plasma parameter:

A =
4-irn I-j-j 3N (IV-A-4)

where N represents the number of particles in the Debye sphere.

It is also observed that if the kinetic equations of line broadening

are scaled, the electron-atom coupling parameter becomes

e2 a „

A “
ea

w,

(lV-A-5)

From Chapter III the line shape due to electron broadening

is

j(»0= J-ReTra{3 pU)3> (IV-A-6)

where the factors, p , B, and M(w), will in general contain terms

which include all orders in all of the coupling parameters.

Expanding p(a), which appears in the numerator to lowest order

in A and a is equivalent to replacing it by e’”i3H/Tr{e"’^H},
where Hg is the unperturbed atomic Hamiltonian. The resolvent
operator is more difficult to approximate, however,

3

A straightforward perturbation expansion which is first order in

any of the coupling constants, yields

i-T = -^r rl-i(B+M(la))(l) -Af- ] (IVWi-7)
„-L -B-MU) “*L “ a

3

where (BiMU))^ represents the lowest order, nonvanishing, term

in a perturbation expansion of B+M(to). Near the line center, where

M(uj ) approaches M(0), the effective atomic resolvent appearing in

the line shape function becomes 4(o)~ * Since



is not necessarily small, an expansion of the form shown in

equation IV-A-7 will not be a good one.^'4^ Thus B and M(u),

which may be viewed as "width and shift" operators for the line

shape, should be retained in the denominatorj it is then possible

to expand B and M(oj) themselves in the various coupling parameters.

In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss the possible

methods of expanding them.

From Chapter III we recall that the operators B and M(üú)

are given by

BRiTr {L (l)p(a,l)p Ha) (III-S-25)l ea p H

M(u)=-inTr {L (l) rpp: GL (lL**1 (a) . (III-B-28)1 ea a,-LVJJ-V(a,lja>) 63
The expansion of B in the various coupling parameters is a straight¬

forward problem, but M(u), which contains the formally exact

operator, V(a,ljoi), is difficult to deal with. It is the

denominator appearing in equation III-43-28 that causes the

difficulty. Again, we could expand the resolvent in the manner

suggested by equation IV-A-7, but this expansion would also be

invalid in the line center. Therefore, we examine the operators

in the denominator, L^+V(a,ljo)), in the various weak coupling

limits. The results of these approximations to the denominator of

the expression for M(a)) are displayed in Table 1 and are discussed

in detail by the remaining sections of this chapter.



TABLE 1. Some Weak Coupling Limits for the Denominator of M^)

Some Weak Coupling Limits.,
for the Denominator of M(u)

RESULT

Aea Xee ° second order theory
no shielding

xea=0; A =0 second order theory
"random phase approximation"

X =lj X =0
ea ee

unified theory of VCS

X =1; A-=0 for Gj
c o

X =1 for denominator of M(m)
ee

unified theory of Capes
and Voslamber

Xea=ii A =0 unified theory
"random phase approximation"
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The simplest class of approximations for G and M(u) in

equation 111*^8-28 are those which retain only the lowest order

nonvanishing terms in an electron-atom coupling constant

expansion, Second order theories are so named because by taking

L^*V(ajljo)) and G to zeroth order in a we restrict the memoryG 3

operator* M(u))* to second order in the electron-atom coupling

parameter. Even here* however* there is some latitude in

approximating the electron-electron interactions; in this section

we will consider the cases where \ =0 and a=0.
ee

As the first approximation to both G and ^^ +V (a* 1 joi )* we

consider X =0 and X =0. From equation III-Í3-8 we have
ee ea

l/^=L -ffr +L (l) which to zeroth order in both coupling constants
3 1 2 ® 3

becomes L^-iv *v . The operator* GL (lip*1 (a)* can be simplified
l l ea p

if we realize that to lowest order in \ * p(a*!)^(a)p(l) and to
G 3

lowest order in Xeg* p (l*2)=p (l)p (2)* Hence from equation III-iJ-23

GL (l)p*"1 (a)=f (v )p (a)L (l)p"1 (a). (iV-B-l)
G 3 U 1 G 3

Since all contributions to V(a*l;u) contain at least one factor of

L1J or LI (j)* thus this operator will not contribute in this
GG G 3

approximation and R(w) becomes:

MÍoO^-in d(l)L (l)
ea

m-La+iVVi
f_(v )p(a)L (Dp-Ha).
o 1 ea

(IV-B-2)

The quantum mechanical analog of this is essentially the expression
18

that was calculated by Smith and Hooper.

Another result is obtained by taking G and L^^+V(a*l;w)
to zeroth order in the plasma parameter rather than to zeroth order
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41—43
Again, in this approximation we have L^=L -iv3 1 ^

in xQO*ee

but G and V(a,l;cj) will both be more complicated than they were

for the case where Aee=0. In equation D-12 of Appendix D the
operator GL (ljp^^a) is scaled to dimensionless coordinates;

L (l) fn(v/)
^ o 1- -(a)= — [p(a)g(a,1)xeaI*ea(r'ii+ ^ dí^p(a)x

x(g(a,l,2)»g(a,l)g(a,l))Lea(r2i ]p"1(a). (IV-B-3)

If we notv observe that, for A =0, g(a,l##,s)=g(l*«»s) and if we
ea

recall that HCr^), defined by G(r 1f2)=l+h(r i J is the pair
distribution fmction which, when scaled to dimensionless coordinates,

is proportional to A, then equation D-12 may be written in the form,

G "1(a)= ^4rr- í"(a)xeaLea(?r)tK'p(a,h(?rí2')XeaLea<í2') !*P P D

* 'I(a)=^v‘p(a)^1')'I(a)
Lea(í’r)=Lea(?r)+ídí2'h(íl1?2')Lea(?2')- (IV'e_4)

LS (r ') is an electron-atom interaction which is statically shielded
ea l

by the electron«electron pair correlation function. In Appendix E

it is shown that K(a,l,2iur^|K(a,ljtj)) to zeroth order in A isC Q

given by

K(a,l,2ju=s»|K(a,l5a>))*fn(v )f (v )[(l+P )(l+h(l2))0 1 0 2 21

•*n d(3)f (v )g(l23)P ](1-C)f“i(v )K(a,lJOü).
0 31 0 1

Hence from equation E-16

V(a,lju)=^)=-inv *v f (vJCf^iv )
110 1 0 1
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where

C=N d(2)fQ(v2)D(l2)P2l;
\ 45

C(12) is the direct correlation function. V/hen this, along with

equation IV-B-3, is substituted into the expression for the memory

operator we find that

mU) - •i X2
—.&3l dr "dv 'L (r ')i( ta'— +iv V "+inv '*V 'f (v "JCf*”1^ "))~1x

i i ea l oj i i l loio

xp(a)fn(v/)L® (v 0P"1(a). (IV-B-&)U 1 1

However, the form of equation IV-B-6 is not simple to evaluate since
37

a modified Vlasov operator, equation E-16, appears in the denominator.

We have shown in Appendix F that any expression having the general
form of equation can be cast in the form of a dynamically

shielded electron-atom interaction; thus.

*L(í')e"'U). (IV-B-i)
Gq 1

where, in this case, the dynamically shielded interaction is given

exactly by equation F-25:

LD = vr^rr fdit
ea

Í£HÜL
3

• y ~-ik»r

where (k;w-L ) is a frequency dependent dielectric function
3

:(0)(^ío-L )=[!+ dv 1 v *ic C(k)f (v )]» (IV-B-7)
1 co-L «V •£ 11

1 1

If the static shielding defined by equation IV-e-4 is si&stituted

for the dynamic shielding of equation IV-C-6, we finally arrive



at a second order theory, including electron correlations, similar

to that studied by several authors.^'^*^"^

IV-C Unified Theories - Expansion in \
^

Another useful result is obtained by talcing the denominator

of the effective two particle resolvent operator in ) to first

order in A and to zeroth order in A . Again, note that it isea ee

only the denominator of M(oj) that we are expanding to first order

in A and not the entire function. With this expansion we

arrive at an expression for M(co) which includes all orders in the

interaction of the atom with only one electron. Such an expression

for M(w) yields a line shape function that is valid in the line

wings as well as in the line center; hence, it is called a unified

theory. It should be observed that the result obtained in this

approximation will entirely neglect electron correlations.

In equation IV-B-l it was determined tha't, zeroth order in

A
„ and a . G is given byea ee

G^aiDp"1 (a)=f0 (vi )p (a^ea^P*"1 (a)* (lV-C-1)
(l)

In this approximation the operator 1/ '+V(a,l;w) is just as simple

to evaluate. is retained in full, while V(a,l;w)::^(a,l;u)::^°) +

+V (a,l;w), given by equations B-13 and III-B-39, will vanish to
c

zeroth order in a and \ . The resulting form for the memory
G0 6 3

operator is

M(u)-~in d(l)Lea(l) (IV-C-2)



The above will be recognized as the same result that was obtained

by VCS, whose theory was outlined in Section II-B. ' It will

be recalled that their theory used a density expansion of the

expression for the memory operator. The advantage of their result

was that it included all orders in an expansion of the interaction

of the atom with only one electron; while its primary disadvantage

was the neglect of the correlation effects of the other N—l

electrons. As mentioned in Section II-£, VCS partially compensate

for this neglect by including curoffs in the spatial integrations.

In the remainder of this chapter we will show that the mean field

effects duo to the N-l additional electrons can be included

systematically via an expansion in either Xge or A.

Hast feto, in. .xee
We have just seen the expression that is obtained for the

memory operator by taking its denominator to first order in

X and zeroth order in X . We next approximate i/*W(a,l; w)
63 6©

to first order in X or in X .
ea ee

To first order in X . is retained in full; but V(a,l;w)
6 3

is complicated and hence must be approximated. The mean field

part of this operator, given explictly in Appendix D, equation D-15:

V(a,l ; uFm)=h d(2)(Lea(2)+Lee){p(a)f0(vi)f0(v2) [g(a,l,2)(l+P2i) n >

d(3)f (v )g(a,l,2„3)P ~g(a,l,2)n
0 3 31

d(2)f 0(v2)g(a,2)P21]>
x{p(a)f ^(v [g(a,l)-hri d(2)(g(a,l,2)-g(a,l)g(a,2))P2i ]}

,-1

«np(a)f (v ^gia,!) d(2)Lea(2)P2i.
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We have purposely not written this equation in terms of the

dimensionless coordinates related to the plasma parameter because

we want to expand it in X ^ not A. With the requirement that
equation D-15 be taken to first order in either X or X and

ea ea

since there is an explicit factor of either Leg or appearing
under the integral, the remainder of the integrand must be

zeroth order in both of the expansion parameters. Under this

restriction g(a,l***s)=l, and equation D-15 reduces to

(IV-C-3)

operator defined in Appendix B. The collisional term, V (a,l;u),c

is given by

V (a,l}u>)=-in[d(2)(L (2)+I/£) 7Trr4 *-S(a,l,2)i (III-B-39)c J ea ee a i n*„,)

It can be shown that S(a,l,2), appearing in the integran^ is first

have a result for the denominator of M(w) which is exactly the

same as that derived by Capes and Voslamber. If we further

take the operator GL (l)p-1(a) to zeroth order in j[ (not first
order in Age) the resulting operator is the same as that obtained
in Section IV~B:

G (IV-B-3)

(IV-B-4)
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Substitution of equation IV-C-3, together with equation IV-6-4 into

the general expression for the memory operator, equation III-43*28,

gives.

M(o))=-in d(l)L (1)
ea TÍT77 fo(vi)p(a)Leap~1(a)*-Lu'-V(l) u 1 ea-V(l) (IV-C-4)

which is identical to the result obtained by Capes and Voslamber.

If we now apply a technique very similar to the one they used, and

which is developed in Appendix F, this equation becomes

MU)=-in rDd(l)L i \v jpea
u)-L +iv -v~L (1) 0 1

f„(v, )p(a)La p-^a)
cd

(IV-C-5)
a l l ea

where the generalized dynamic shielding is given by

Lgg(?)=[dlid]<'LQ^(~£)D"*1(a,]i,£''jw)e*"1^*r. <' • \

ea

It is interesting to note that to lowest order in A the above
ea

expression reduces to

L (4)
L° (? )=
ea i

die ^
ea

:(k;cj-La)
-ik*n

3f (V.)
e(Jci UJ“L )—1— fdVjV —^J 3 v2 (jj-L +ilc*v

a i

(IV-C-6)

where this last quantity has the form of the usual plasma dielectric

finction, with w, replaced by ^-L •

It should be noted here that the mean field operator appearing

in the denominator of equation IV-C-4, and therefore the dynamic

shielding of equation IV-C-6, differs slightly from that appearing

in the denominator of equation IV-5-5. In that second order theory

we took the denominator to zeroth order in the plasma parameter



and derived the generalized Vlasov operator, equation E-16; in this

case we have expanded in the electron-electron coupling strength.

IV«D Iftifjied Theory - Random Pftase Approximation

In Section IV-A we suggested that for large regions of

temperature and density an expansion in the plasma parameter

would be preferable to an expansion in the electron-electron

coupling strength. We will see in this section that an expansion

in this parameter, coupled with an expansion in a , is a distinct

improvement over theories presented in previous-sections; the

result is an all order, or unified, theory in which the effects of

electron correlations are systematically accounted for.

Since all operators in this section will be expanded in the

plasma parameter we will express them in terms of the dimensionless

coordinatesxdefined in Section IV-A. From Appendix D, equations D-i>,

D-6, and D-7, we recall that

Since the operator B will involve only a static shift, it will not

be emphasized in -this section; instead we will emphasize a study

“P
From equation D-12 we can express



dimensionless units:

L (l) f (v ') + ,

G’Sf—~P p(a)xea9(a,l)L<ia(r/)+ ^ dr/P(a)g(a,l,2)Lea(r/)u

P
ea J 2 ea 2

-g(a,l) k
A

dr 'g(a,l)L, (Í '),
1 ea 1

where the spatial parts of the reduced distribution functions have

GL_(1)
not yet been scaled. Since we are requiring that —“ p (a)

UP
be taken to lowest nonvanishing order in the electron-atom coupling

strength, which means that g(a,l-• ):=g( 1 • • *«), equation D-12 becomes

L (1) f (v ') . ,

G if p’1(a)= l>(a)WLM(V)+ \ jd?2'9(?lf2)Iea(?2'),‘> (a)‘*> P 13 1 (IV-D-1)
44

It has been shown that reduced distribution functions, when

expressed in dimension less units, may be easily expanded in a:

g(r ,r )=l+h(r ,r )=1+Ah(x ,"r ')
12 12 12

g(r ,r ,r )=l+h(r r )+h(r r )+h(r r )+h(r ,r ,r )
12 3 12" 1 3 2 3 1 2 3

=1+Ah(? 'Mí •')+Ah(¿' 'í ^ ')+A2h(í\ 'Z-'í ').
1 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 3

(IV-D-2)

This result may be substituted into equation IV-D-1 with the result

L (1)
„ f (vr) + f + - -> «1

G"Í p dr2'h(ri't2',Lea(r2')lp (a)WP P V

f0(v/) a ->
= 'jT" '"ri p A L (rw Lp3 a ea eav 1

(IV-D-3)

This is the same as the result obtained in Section IV-®.

We must now evaluate VÍaílj^J^ía,!;^00)^ (a,ljm) to first
c



yo

order in the electron-atom coupling strength and zeroth

order in the plasma parameter. It will be convenient to separate

this approximation to V(a.ljco) into two parts:

V(a,ljto)=A/°(a,l;(jo)+V °* °(a,ljw).

While Vo' (a.ljw) is zeroth order in both X and A» V1,0(a,l;w)
6 3

is first order in X and zeroth order in A. In Appendix DG 3

wd have expressed the frequency independent contribution to V(a,l;)
in dimensionless units:

(IV—0—4 )

U) Lea(?2')+i( ar ' r
2 12

)• ){p(a)f (v ")f (v ')
'

9v " ° °

x[g(a,1.2)(l+P21)+ ~ d(3')f 0(v/)(g(a,l,2,3)-g(a,l,2)g(a,3))P31) ]>*

x{p(a)f 0(v 10 [g(a,l)+ J [d(2')f o(v ^)(g(a,l,2)-g(a,l)g(a,2))P21]r1
Ae a
A g(a>l) dr2"dv:2l,ea(r2")P21

2 * 1 - g -i g
where L =i(*—*, ”")• —. We now identify the terms in the

ee 3^ r {2 g^
above equation that are zeroth order in both parameters. The

terms having integrals containing L (j) certainly can't be zerothG 3

order, so we will consider only those terms which do not

explicitly contain this factor;

v’''(a,l¡0F=»)=i dr/dVj'C 9 _1_). 1, • (f (v ')f (v ')
' 0 10 2

3ri r12 3v j .

[g(12)(l+P2l)+ \ d(3')f0(v3')(g(l23)-l)P3i]}{f0(v/)

[1+ 1A
-1

d(2')f (v 1(g(l2)-l)P21]} \

In the last equation we have used the fact that when X -*0,G 3

(IV-D-5)
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g(a,l»»»s)+g(l«»»s). Equation IV-O-5 will be recognized as the

modified Vlasov operator, which in Appendix E, equation E-17, is

shown to reduce to

Ve°' °(a,l|«»f=-)=i-inv1-Vo(vi)Cf"1(vi).
We must now look at V (a,ljw), given in dimensionless coordinates

c

by Appendix D (equation D-17),

Vc(a,ljg)) d(2-)(-^2-L (r O+ii12— ’)A 63 2 3? 12 3? ^
(2)

xi(a)'*■ wía>A.*2tü¿))**^s(a,l,2)
_ ÜL

top p

in order to determine whether it contributes, to zeroth order in

both parameters. The operator, S(a,l,2), given in Appendix C

by equation C-ll can be shown to be first order in either A or A.

Since the free streaming part of the effective resolvent in equation

D-17 is zeroth order in both parameters, we see that there will be

a contribution to V (a,ljw) which is first order in A and
c ea

zeroth order in A, but no contribution which is zeroth order in

both parameters. Thus we have identified the contribution to

V(a,lju)) which is zeroth order in both parameters:

V°'°(a,lj«o)=-in* f (v )Cf7(v). (IV-D-6)110 1 0 1

The contributions to V1,0(a,l;u) may be determined by examining

equations D-16 and D-17 more closely.

The operator V1,0(a,lju) is still very complicated, but

there is a class of terms, each having a very simple functional

form, that will be seen to have a straightforward physical

interpretation. Let us now write out the contributions to V(a,lj<*>)
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which contain integrals with a facifcr of L (l) in the integrand:
0 9

V (ajljur530)
dV'dV ■fLLea(V){fo(vr)folV)!9(12,(1+P2i)

A d(3Of0(v3O(g(123)-l)P31]Hf0(viO

d(2-)fo(r20(g(l2)~l)P2i]r1
-£2.
A

d(2')L (r/)P
ea ¿ ¿l

(IV-D-7)

where we have demanded that the above be no more than first order

in x . We now substitute equation IV-O-2 into equation IV-O-7
0 0

and keep terms no higher than zeroth order in A:

V(a,lj u)=o°)
=X

ea
dr 'dv 'L. (r "){f (v ')i (v ') [(^ +h(r 'x '))*2 2 ea 2 0 2 0 1 A 12

x(l+P )+
21

d(3')f (v ')(h(r 'i ')+h(r r ')+h(r r '}+Ah(r r r ))
02 12 12 23 123

xP ]}(l-tí)f"1(v )- -®a*31J 0 1 A
dr "dv 'L (r ')?

2 2 ea 2 21
(iv-D-e)

where the results of Appendix E have been utilized. Making use

of the symmetry properties of L (j), together with the definition0 0

of C, the above equation simplifies:

V (a,lj or~)
3

ea d?2 "di2 'Lea(?2 ')hi?l ^2 ')f 0(V)(1-f 0(v l)Cf"oI(v P }

neafo(vl > dr 2'dv2'Lea(f2')h(l’i 'rV'X1_f o(v 2)Cf’o'<v 2)p 21

dr 'dr t (r' -){ (v ')
2 2 00 2 0 2 rdr%'dv%l,(r>VP(l-i rfv 3>C'f> 3»'

(IV-0-9)

From equation IV-O-8 we observe that all but one of the terms contain

a permutation operator either explicitly, or implicitly through the

operator C. Vie will separate out these terms and rev/rite
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equation IV*D**9 in the abbreviated form*

V °(a,ljtú=«>)
*jLmm m m . ....

Ü) ea
d? 'dv 'l (r 'Mt 'x Of (v 0+X(P. .)

2 2 ea 2 l 2 02 xj (IV-D-10)

where X(P. .) represents the contributions that contain P. .. We now

combine equation IV-D-10 with the expressions for V°*°(a*l;w)*
i «o

(a,l;io-“)* and v|/0(a*ljw):
Vi fo.il■ ~ ,iny x * V i f Q (v 1 )Cf'"1 (v x) +A

(0
ea

A(w)^' ° (a, i. +v^ ° (a< 1;w) +X( P. ^).

dr2 "dv2 "Lea(?2Oh(r x "x20f Q(v2 0+A( w)*

(IV-D-11)

In equation IV-D-11 we have explicitly separated out the simple

multiplicative frequency independent term, and also the term which

is zeroth order in both expansion parameters* from #

~/ x WpHence* A(co;* which is first order in X * contains integral operators,

some of which will be frequency dependent. We now explicitly write

out the memory operator* with V(a,l$co) given by equation IV-D-11:

+iVV%aLea(V>tinV^

fo(yf)Cf“i(vi")-A(o)))'*'Lp(a)fo(vi)Lga(xi")p"1(a).
where we have recognized that

p " j - p
-1 r.\* (.. \Ts ,± (lV-D-12)

Lea(í>')=Lea(í>')+jd^'h(í?2')Laa(?/)-
This last expression for the memory operator is still not in

a particularly convenient form. However* there is a transformation

procedure* outlined in Appendix F* that will cast equation IV-E-12

in a form which we can more easily interpret. This technique

puts the contributions to the denominator, which are in the form

(IV-D-13)
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of integral operators* into a dynamically shielded electron-atom

integration. The resulting expression is IV-ü-14

H(ü>) iXl<
w A
P

dr "dv "lP (r ")i(w-—^+iv Ls (r '))~^
i i ea i oj i i ea ea i

P

p(a)f0ivi ^Lea^i )p~(a)* (IV-D-14)

where the dynamically shielded electron-atom interaction is given

by equation F-17:

i? a )=
ea

d£d£^L (-^Jd"1 (a*lc,]c^;a))e ^ r .
© 3

It should be emphasized that no approximation was made in going

from equation IV-43-12 to equation IV-i)-14. The operator D 1 (a, 1c*J<
includes all of the effects of the operator A(co) as well as the

effects of the modified Vlasov operator; its functional form

may be inferred from equation F-20. Equations IV-£-14 and F-17

give the expression for M(w) correct to first order in A .

While equation IV-4D-14 is exact to that order it is difficult to

evaluate in general. However* one simple approximation to

D"1(a*lc*^"jco)* that keeps only those contributions that are

zeroth.order in both parameters is particularly useful.

Examination of equations F-20 and F-23 indicates that* in this approx¬

imation* becomes

d_1u.¡U'¡u)=
e(kjw-L )

a

eikjur-L )-[l-
3

dv i
r
K*V

or-L -v *k
a i

f (v )c(k)]*0 1
(IV-D-15)
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which gives for L
D

ea

(r,)= dke-ik*ri
L (4)
ea

e(k;oj-L )
3

eClcjco-L ) will be recognized as a generalized dynamic shielding3

finction. It is interesting to further approximate dynamic

shiélding by static shielding, giving a theory for which all of

the interactions are shieldéd statically. This will be discussed

further in the next chapter.



CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

V-A Fully Shielded Unified Theory

In Section III-B we developed an expression for the memory

operator:

M( w)=-in lifed(l)L(1)
ea w-Lv‘t/-V(a,l;w)
(1)

GL (i)p**1 (a).
6 3

(III-B-28)

In Section IV-D, LVJ"; and V(a,ljw) were taken to first order in

X and all terms in M(to) were taken to zeroth order in the
ea

plasma parameter:

-£sL
AÜ)

dr dv 'L (r '')i(ca^- +iv "-X. L (r' )
i i ea i m i i ea ea i

P

+inv "V 'f (v ')fif“'(v 'l-iUr'ptalf (v-)i (?,')p"[a). (IV-0-12)lioi oí r o i ea i ^

We then proceeded to separate the operators appearing in the

denominator into two parts: those containing a factor of the

permutation operator, P.and those not containing it. The^J

terms containing P.. were combined with the leading L (l) to form
ij e a

a dynamically shielded interaction (Appendix F). The remaining

terms containing no factor of P.. were left in the denominator to

effectively shield the electron-atom interaction appearing there:

= Ilkal
M Aw p

dr 'dv T? (r ")i(w'- +iv (Í '))
i i ea i o)^ i i ea ea i

-1

(IV-D-14)

*D /-*■ \.
L (r )-
ea i

dfdf'L (~ltOD“1(a,lc,]c-jw)e
ea

-ilt-?i
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where the operator, D** (a,k,k"jw), contains all the effects

included in A(w). in this section we discuss some of the

consequences of the functional form of equation IV-D-14.

This result is interesting because it leads to a unified theory

in which all of the interactions are shielded. The unified theory

of VCS did not explicitly include shielding, while the unified

theory of Capes and Voslamber led to an expression for M(w) in which

only those interactions appearing in the numerator were shielded.

The weak coupling limit used to develop equation IV-D-12 is more

systematic than that used by either VCS of Capes and Voslamber and

leads to the fully shielded result presented here.

As indicated in Section IV-D, a further approximation would
mm 1 0 *

be to take the shielding function D \a,k,k jw; to zeroth order

on both A and A . This leads to a result similar to that of
ea

Capes and Voslamber (Section II-C), except for the static

shielding appearing in the denominator. As a further approximation

to this last result we replace dynamic shielding by static

shielding. This yields an expression for the memory operator

in which all of the interactions are statically shielded in the

same way:

M(w)~in

L-3 (r )=L (r,)+n d(2)f (v )h(r r )L (r ),
ea i ea 1 ' o' 2 ' 1 2' ea 2 (1V/-A-1)

where hCr^) is the electron-electron pair correlation function.
The fact that all interactions in equation IV-A-1 are the same allows

us to integrate by parts, following the procedure of VCS outlined



in Section II-C. Applying this procedure yields

M(w )=-in (w-L )
a

U(t)=T
exp tT

drJ dVj [ U(t)—1] f0(vx )(^-La)j
t

sdi'i* it')},
« 6 a

(V.-A-2)

where U(t) is the time development operator in the interaction

representation and T is the time ordering operator. Equation

IV-A-3 closely resembles the expression which VCS evaluated, except

that now the electron-atom interaction appearing in the exponential

is shielded. VCS evaluated the integral in equation IV-A-2 by

neglecting time ordering, assuming that electrons followed

straight line trajectories, and cutting off the spatial

integrations at the Debye sphere. The numerical results which

they obtained using their method have, in general, agreed well with

experiment in spite of the ad hoc way in which they accounted for

electron correlations. Since an integral over a statically

shielded interaction can frequently be approximated with good

accuracy, by a bare interaction and some sort of cutoff, we

can understand why the procedure employed by VCS was so successful.

V-B Conclusion

In Chapter III we developed a general expression for the

line shape function for a dipole radiator immersed in a one

component perturbing fluid. The calculation was fully quantum

mechanical and it was never necessary for us to specify the nature

of either the perturbing fluid or the radiator. A formally exact

expression for the line shape was obtained in a form suitable for
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approximation. Then in Chapter IV we assumed classical perturbers

interacting with the radiator via a Coulomb potential, and we

applied the weak coupling limit. It was determined that the weak

coupling limit could be applied in a variety of ways and we

discovered that we could reproduce several of the existing theories

of line broadening, depending on how these limits were used. We

also developed a unified theory, which was fully shielded, by

expanding M(w) to zeroth order in the plasma parameter.

We should emphasize the generality of the method employed
35

here. While we have used some of the ideas of Gross in our

development of the short time limit, this work was primarily
32 33

based on a technique developed by Mazenko ' to study the general

problem of time correlation functions. The development of Chapter III

was similar to a study of the velocity correlation function made
32

by Mazenko except that we have two different kinds of particles:

perturbers and radiators; hence we have two different kinds of

interactions. In Chapter IV we restricted our consideration to

a plasma for which the classical path approximation was valid,

and applied a weak coupling limit based on the nature of these

interactions.

We should note, however, that it is , in general, possible

to parallel more closely the work of Gross or Mazenko and bypass

the weak coupling limit. In Section III-C we discussed the use of

short time limits to formally close the BBGKtf hierarchy of kinetic

equations. Hopefully it will be possible using this approximation

procedure, to evaluate a fully quantum mechanical expression for

the line shape without applying the weak coupling limit. Such

an expression would be necessary to properly treat very dense
45

plasmas, such as laser produced plasmas.
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APPENDIX A
EQUATION FOR K(a,lj )

In this appendix the second equation of the hierarchy, equation

III-^ft-10, will be put in a form that allows us to formally solve

for the operator, K(a,lsco), and in turn, to arrive at a formal

expression for the memory operator, M(w). Vie have used equation

III»B«»12, which separates Í(a,lít) and í(a,l,2jt) into their

short time functionals of i?(ajt) and remainder terms, ?(a,l;t) and

?(a,l,2;t), respectively. The result obtained by substituting

this separated form into III-A~10 is

(*^¡7 +iL^)p(a,l)p"1(a)^(ajt)+ (-^ +iL^)?(a,l;t)
. I

=-inTr {(L (2)+L^1)p(a,l,2)p"1(a)}^(a;t)
4 cd cc

-inTr2{(Lea(2)+Le2e1)?(a,l,2jt)}. (lII-B-22)
We may simplify equation III-43-22 by recalling the first equation

of the hierarchy

(-2- +iL )tf(ajt)=-inTr{L (l)tf(a,ljt)}. (III-A-IO)
d t a i “a

With the separated expression for í?(a,l;t) this equation becomes

í(a;t)=»iL D(ajt)-inTx {Le (l)p(ajt)p“1(a)}^’(ajt)a i e a

-inTr {Lea(l)?(ajljt)} (A-l)

67



which, when substituted into equation III-C-22, yields

(3_ +ii;l))P(a,ljt)+inTrJ(L (2)+L^)p(a,l,2jt)>^ S 3 G6

-ip(a,l)p"’1(a)nTr ÍL (l)p(a,ljt) }=-i [L^1 ^p(a«l)
1 0 3

21 2

+nTr2{(Lea(2)+Le2‘f{a,l,2) }]p“ (a)D(ajt)

+ip(a,l)p“1(a) [Lap(a)+nTr1iLoa(l)p(a,l) }]p“*1(a)D(a;t). (a-2)

The two terms in brackets on the right hand side of equation A-2

can also be simplified by looking at the first two equations of the

equilibrium hierarchyI

[L piaJtnTr,(L (l)p(a,l)>jp“ (a)D(ajt)
3 * cd

-i.

=rrl***NiLpaN}p (A—3)

[L(l)p(a,l)-hiTr ,{(L (2)-*LZI)p(a,l,2)}]p"1(a)^(aSt)Z 3 3 33

21,

NiLpaN Jp~I(3>ff(as'fcJ- (A_4)
It will be noted that Lp ^ would vanish except for the fact that
it operates on a function of atomic coordinates, p ^aJÍKajt).
The operators, L and p^, will, however, commutej that is,
I^aN^aN1' ^ we Iewr^e equations A-3 and A-4,

[L p(a)+nTr - (L (l)p(a,l)} Ip^Ca^Cajt)
3 1 3 3

-tp(a)L +nTr, (p(a,l)L (l) }]p"1(a)^(ajt)ea
(A-5)

[L(l)p(a,l)hiTr {(L (2)+L21)p(a,l',2) Up^^a^ajt)
2 3 3 33
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= [p(a,l)(La+Lea(l))-^Tr2{p(a>l,2)Lea(2)}]p“'1(a)?(a;t) (A-6)

where we have also made use of the fact that terms with Lg(j) and
L1^, operating on purely atomic operators, vanish. If equations

A-5 and A-6 are substituted into equation A-2 we get

(^t +iLÍl))^^1it)+inTr2í(Lea(2)+Lee)P(a,l,2;t) }
-inp(a,l)p“1(a)Tri{Lfea(l)p(a,l5t)}=-ip(a,l)Lea(l)p,‘1(a)D(ajt)
-inTr {p(a,l,2)L (2)}p“1(a)5(a5t)+inp(a,l)p"’1(a)x

Z Ga

xTr{p(a,l)L (l)}p“1(a)^(a;t). (A-7)
1 “3

Equation A-7 is useful because with it we have an equation

for ?(a,l;t) and ?(a,l,2;t) in terms of i?(a;t). We can define

a time independent atomic operator, GL (l), given by

GL (1)p~1(a)It(ast)=p(a,l)L (l)p**1(a)D(ajt)4nTr {p(a,l,2)L (2)
0 3 6 3 4 “3

xp“'1(a)IÍ(ajt)-np(a,l)p",1(a)Tr ip(a,l)L (l) }p“1(a)D(ast) (A-8)
I 6 3

with which we can rewrite equation A-7 in a more compact manner;

fr +iL(l))p(a,l;t)+inTr {(L (2)+L^)?(a,l,2;t)}91 2 G 3 GG

-inp(a,l)p~1(a)Tr {L (l)p(a,l;t)J^-iGL (l)p"1(a)D(a;t). (a-9)
1 G 3 G 3

It is now possible to Laplace transform equation A-9 with the result

(or-L(l))f(a,l; J-nTr {(L (2)+L )í(a,l,2; a) }
2 G 3 GG
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+np(a,l)p"1(a)Tr1ÍL (l)p(a,l;aj)}=GL (iJp’^ajDÍajaj). U-10)1 G 3 G 3

From equation III-iS-16 we recall that í(a,l,,,sjw)=K(a,l,,,sjcL>)í5(aju))
hence we are able to get an equation for K(a,ljw);

(w-L^)K(a,ljii))-inTr i(L. (2)+L**)K(a,l,2ju>)}
2 6 3 GG

-fip(a,l)p“’1(a)Tr {L (ljKiajljaj)}7^! (l)p ^a).
i 63 63

(A-ll)

Finally in this appendix we will examine the operator GL (l),G 3

defined by equation A-8* noting that all of the terms ori the right

hand side of that equation contain a factor of the electron~atom

interaction, a(3)• If we define a permutation operator, P^,
that will change the functional dependence of all operators

appearing to its right from functions of particle j coordinates to

functions of particle i coordinates, then we can rewrite equation A-8:

GL p~1(a)3(ast)=p(a,l)L (1 )p*~ (a) &(ajt)
G 3 G 3

+nTr?{p(a,l,2)P21}L(l)p~ (a)D(ajt)z G 3

-np(a,l)p*" (a)Tr2(p(a,2)P21y Lga(l) p \a)t)(ajt). (A-12)
Thus we are able to define

G=p(a,l)'tnTr2{p(a,l,2)P2i}-p(a,l)p ^aJnTr2{p(a,2)P2i>
(A-13)



APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF V(a,l;a>)

The purpose of this appendix is to validate equation III-B-26,

V(a,lja))K(a,lj(J=tvrr {L (2)+L )R(a,l*2sa>)
2 6 a 66

“,p(a>l)p~1(a)nTr {L (l)K(a,lj<J}, (lII-B-26)
1 G 3

and to study the short time (infinite frequency) limit of V(a,ljü)).

Our first step is to express K(a,l,2joj) as some functional of
^ 32 33K(a,ljü))» Following Mazenko * we will use exactly the same

technique for expressing K(a,l,2;io) as a functional of K(a,ljw)
that we used to express Ü(a,ljt) as a functional of tf(ajt).

Equations IIIH3-5 and III-B«6 suggest that we should attempt

to express K(a,l»»»sjo>) as a linear map of a function spanning the

space of the coordinates of the atom and particle 1 onto the

space of the coordinates of the atom and s particles.

First vie recall the definition of K(a,l***ssw)* equation

III-B-17,

K(a>l***sjto)=U(a,l*,#s;to)0“,1(a;u)-p(a>l*‘,s)p,"1(a). (III-B-17)

From equations III-^3—1 and III-B-3 we have the definitions of

0(a,l»»»sju) and O(ajco):

0(a>l«*-s5w)^rrs+]L...N{VN ^ P^Jp^Ca) (III-B-I)

Ü(a;^ p^Jp^U). (III-B-3)
2-iaking use of the fact that p „ and L commute, and substituting

equations III-B-1 and III-B-3 into equation III-B-17 we arrive at

71
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K(a'l,**s^)=írrs+;L...N{VNpaN ~}p“1(a)[Tr1_<N{VN ¿P^p*1 (a)]**1-

Noting that

-p(a,l»»»s)p~ (a).

gCajal)=—P(a)J
a

U(aí“)= u-L

(B-l)

(III-B-19)

(B-2)

We can rewrite equation B-l in a more useful form:

K(a,l‘»»s;co)—iIrs+2...N(paN )p 1 (a) [u-L^-B-^Coj) ]-p(a,l,,*$)p‘"i(a)* (B-3)
where B and M(co) are given by equations III-B-19 and III-B-28

respectively. We now make use of the identity.

CO

i i i . . i
"7* — i (L—L ) ■ ■ ■ ■ 1 ,-L co-L co-L a co-L (B-4)

in order to get

K(a.l—Sio)=-iTrs+1...N{paN[l-^ri iLea(j)]}^

xp*”1 (a)[co-L -B-M(cj )] -p (a.l’^sip**1 (a); (B-5)
21

we have observed that the result of L (j) and L operating on purely0 0 00

atomic operators is zero. It would be tempting to cancel

-^7* x (co-L ), but we cannot since L will not in general commuteto-L a a
a

with p (aj^r^..^ip^}• However, from the first equation of
the equilibrium hierarchy, equation A-5, we know that

P ^ (a)[ L (a)[L p(a)+nTr {L (l)p(a,l)}]p"1(a)
3 3 103

no”1 (a)[p(a)L +nTr (p(a,l)L (l)}]p-1(a)-1,
ea

=L p ^ (aj+p*"1 (a)nTr ÍP (a,l)L (l)}]p“J(a). (B-6)
3 103
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If this is substituted into equation B-i> we get

K(a,l—sj“)=-iTrs+1...N{paN ^Lea(j)JP“'(a)
•tiIxsn_>>N{pd< ^}p-1(a)[nTr1{p(a,l)Lea(l)p“1(a)<-M(ip)]. (B-7)

We now consider equation III-Í3-28

M(u>)=~inTr {L (l) rpp* GL a(l)p""1(a),1 ea m-LuMf(a,ljm) ea

which we will si±»stitute into equation B-7 and which is consistent

with the formal definition of V(a,l;co) in equation III-£-26. Now

we can extract a factor of L (l)p*"(a) from all of the terms
0 3

in equation B-7 by introducing the permutation operator defined in

Appendix A. Hence we are able to define the operator, ?C(a,l***s;u).

K(a,l»**s;to)=^(a,l**‘sjü))Lo (l)p“1(a)G 3

X(a,l--sía))Lea(l)p"1(a)=-iTrs+1...N{paN ¿y ZP. i ^(Dp^a)

+^Trs+l»*»N{paN ¿L >p"1(a)[nIr2{p(a,l)P2i}Lea(l)p"1(a)
-inTr {L (l) --y-y--^ GL (lJp^U)}. (B-9)

2 cu-L "^(a,ljw)

We will now assume that ^¿(a,ljtd) has an inverse and write

K(a,l»»»sj w|R(a,ljo)) )=%(a,l» ••sju))/^T1(a,lj w)K(a,lj to) (B-10)

which, when substituted into equation III-B-26, yields

V(a,l;jK(a,l;u))^Tr {(L (2)+L )X(a,l; J}K(a,lj J
2 G a GG

{L (2)P }K(a,l;J
2 Ga 21

V(a,l; J=nTr {(L (2)+L )^(a,l,2; J^Ha,!; J}
2 G d GG
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-p(a<l)p"1(a)nTr2{Lea(2)P21). (B-ll)
Thus, we have justified equation III-i-^6 and in doing so we have

derived an exact formal expression for V(a,l}“).

We will now separate V(a,lj“) into a frequency dependent and

independent part?

VÍajljwJ^íaíljüP”)-^_(a,lj “); (B-12)
c

V(a, 1 j aP°°)=hTr {(l (2) +L*1) X(a,1,2 j <rf=») ft"1 (a, 1 j of*»)}
6 3 66

i3(a,l)p,"1(a)nTr„{L (2)P }, (B-13)
¿ 6 3 21

Vc(a,ljco)=nTr2{(Lea(2)+L^){ÍC(a,l,2ja3)X,"1(a,lja))
“Xia,!^;^) X"1 (a,ljw=«>)}. (B—14)

It is possible to further analyze the expression for V(a,ljw=°)

by realizing that £im = ~ • Neglecting terms that are
Qj-XX) ^*1- ^

higher than first order in — from equation B-9 allows us to

write

X(ail***sSw=0

-np(a,l*«

)L (l)p*4(a)= ^ [Tr „{p H EP.,}ea a) s+l»»»N MaN
^ jl

•s)p~1 (a)Tr {p(a,2)P }]L (1)pCa)•¿ 21 6 3
(B-15)

When this is substituted into equation B-IO we get

%(a,l‘e«sjws»)X~1 (a,l;(D=^)K(a,lja))=[Trs+1###N{PaN zP^}
«3

-np(a,l‘“s)p*’1(a)Tr2{p(a,2)P21}]fTr2.e#N{PalNj zP^}
J

~np (a,l)p 1(a)Tr2{p(a,2)P21}]^K(a,lja)), (B-16)
where it will be noted that the permutation operator, P.^, operates
on everything that appears to its right. Hence, we are able to

write VÍa,!;^30) explicitly in terms of known functions, while



the formally exact collisional term, V (a,l;<o), requires thec

next equation of the hierarchy.



APPENDIX C
KINETIC EQUATION FOR x(a-l*2jw)

In this .appendix we will transform the third equation of the

hierarchy,,

( ~ +iL(2))D(a,l,2jt)=-inTr3{(Lea(3)+L^+Le^)D(a,l,2,3jt), (lII-A-10)
into an equation for x(a<l*2$w) defined by equation III-B-36. As

in Appendix B we use equation III-6-12 to get

( ~ +iL(2))p(a,l,2.)p“1(a)D(a,t)+( ~ +iL(2) )P(a,l,2;t)

=inTr3:{(Lea(3)+Lee+Lee)[p(a,l,2.3)p“1(a)D(ajt)
+P(a,l,2,3;t)]. (C-l)

From the first equation of the hierarchy one obtains

rrS(ait)=-iL_B(ajt)-inTr {L (l)p(a,l)}p"1 (a)^(a;t)
o U 9 16 9

-inTr {L (l)~£(a,ljt)}, (lII-A-10)
i ea

which can be substituted into equation C-l to give

( +iL(2))?(a,l,2;t)-inTri{L (l)?(a,l;t)}dX 1 6 9

+inTr {(L (3)n.3'+L3o2)£(a,lJ,2,3jt)=-iL(2)p(a,l,2)p'*1(a)D(ajt)3 6 9 66 66

+p(a,l,2)p“1(a)Laí(ajt)+ip(a,l,2)p~1(a)nTr i{Lea(l)p(a,l)}
p**1 (a)D(ajt)-inTr {(L (3)+L^+L3i)p(a,l,2,3)}p“1(a)lí(ait).3 6 9 66 66

(C-2)
76
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The Laplace transform of equation C-2 yields

(^ 2 J) K( a, 1,2; w)+nTr . (Lo (1)K( a, 1; a)a ea

-flTr((L (3)+L31+L32)R( 3,1,2,350)) }=L(2)p(a,l^Jp-'ia)0 63 cc 66

-p(a,l,2) p"1(a)L +nTr3{(L (3)+l”+L^)xa 3 ea ee ee

xp(a,l,2,3)}p“1(a)-p(a,l,2)p“1(a)nTr {L (l)p(a,l)}p**1(a), (C-3)
i 6 3

where we have explicitly used the fact that P(a,l***s;t:::0)=0 and

the relation P(a,l*,*S50))=K(a,l*,,S5U))D(>a5a)), equations III-8-13

and III-S-16, respectively. It is now useful to take the inverse

Laplace transform of equation C-3,

( +iL^)K(a,l,2st)-i p(a,l,2)'p“1(a)nTr3{Lea(3)K(a,3jt)}

=-inTr3{(Lea(3)+Le3^Le3e2)K(a,l,235t)}, (C-4)
where we have noted that

K(a,l,2;t=0)=-p(a,l,2)p"1(a)iL +iL(2)p(a,l,2)p"1(a)
a

+inTr3{(Lea(3)+L”+LcJ2)p(a,l,a3)}p-1(a)
‘-inCa*l>2)p“1(a)nTr {L (l)p(aJl)}p*"1(a). (06)1 63

Equation C-4 gives a relation between K(a,l;t), K(a,l,2;t),

and K(a,l,2,35t) which will be closed in a manner analogous to

that shown in equation We start by using equation III-íi-33

K(a,l*»»S5t|K(a,l5t))=K(a,l*‘*S5t=0|K(a,l5t))+X(a,l»e‘S5t) (C-6)
where
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K(a,l*«*sit=0|K(aJl;t))=^(a,l**'S}ar-)?C"1(a,lj(JJ)K(a,l;t) (07)

Again the correspondence between the t-^0 limit and the w*» limit

should be noted. Equation C-7 may be substituted into equation C-4

with the result that

( +iL^)%(aJll*2;üF°°)/¡C"1(a,l;w =°°)K(a,l;t)

+( |¡- +iL(2))x(a,l,2ít)-p(a,l,2)p-1(a)nTr3{Lea(3)K(a.3jt)}
—inTr3{(L (3)+L^) [^(a.1.2.3;"1 (a, 1;üJ=°°)x

xK(a*l;t)+X(a*l*2,3;t)]. (0-8)

Using the inverse Laplace transform of equation A-ll, we now

eliminate ^Kia^ljt) from equation C-8:

( ~ +iL(2))x(a,1.2;t)+inTr3{(Lea(3)+Le3e1+Le3e2)X(aa,2.3jt)}
-iX(a,l,2;af:“)X”1(a,ljüFo°)nTr2{(L (2)+L21)x(aJ.1.2st)}

—iL(2)i^ (a. 1,2 j aF“)X“1 (a, 1 j OF-) K( a. 1 j t)+iX( a, 1, 2 j of~) x

xX"1(a,ljaF»)L^1^K(a,ljt)+p(a,l,2)p"1(a)nTr,{L a(3)K(a,2|t)}o 0 3

-•X(a*l,2ji^)/!d~1(aJl5CiF°0) p(a*l)p"'1(a)nTr 3{L (3)fC(a,3;t) }j e a

+inTr {(L (3)+L”+L^) [X(a.l.2í3jaF«>)X‘‘1(a,lj uF°°)K(a,l;t) }3 0 a cc G0

+iX( a* 1*2; üí=«>)X“ 1 (a. 1; oF“)nTr 2 {(Lg a( 2) ■|L|e1 )X( a^ 1>2; aF“)
^."'(a^ljüF-jKÍa.l.-t)}. (09)

Since X(a,l***s;w)=x(a,l***s; w)K(a.l; ^)* the Laplace transform of

the above^equation is
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(^) x( a, 1,2 j u)+/J(1( a, 1,2; !(a, 1 j or«>) x

xnTx2{(Lea(2)+L^)x(a,1,2ju)}^Tr3{(Lea(3)+Le3e1+Le3e2)x
xx(a,l,2,3;w)}=S(a,l,2) (C-10)

where S(a,i32) is a frequency independent, inhomogeneous source term

given by

S(a,l,2)K(a,l;w)=-X(a-^2;aj=^)^“1(a,l;af^)[Lil)K(a,l;w)
-PÍa^p^íaJnTr (L (2)K(a,lju)}4nTr {(L (2)+L**)x

¿ c9 ¿ 63 cc

x^(a,l,2;o)=°ta,l;to=»)K( a, 1 jo))]+L(2^ (a,1,2;^)x
x^"1 (a,l;“=:0)k(a,l;w)-p(a,l,2)p*’1 (a)nTr {L (3)k(a,3;co)}

■3 6 a

<tiTt3{ (L. (3)+l” +L“)?{(a,l,2,3sa)=»)>¿"1 (a,l;or*>) xcd tic; 66

xK(a,ljw). (Oil)

This is the result needed in order to solve for V (a,l;w).
c



APPENDIX D
DIPENSION LESS LNITS

In order to understand the justification for a plasma

parameter expansion* let us first look at the linearized Vlasov

equation for a one-component plasma:

oV 1
d(2) •^•f(1)(i2,?2it),(D-l)

3r,

where <J>2t is the interparticle potential. In the literature
ri2

it has been shown that the natural units should be

L - L
W ^"^•nne 2/m)2j ^(Kl/^iine 2)2;

W
X^X

X
^ >•_ V

— • y-H/ — 1mmm

V
(D-2)

p L) Dp

If equation D-i is scaled with these dimensionless units the result

is

p 3v 3r "
i

12

X '7 'It)= A--2- -f (v ') fd(2') -2- W1,(?.Í,5t).(D-3)¿ ¿ “ i| rs~71 * 0 1 CnZT * /* 11
r3ví u 1 3r

1 12

There are two observations that are worth making about equation D-3.

The first of these is the fact that whenever L2^ appears in a

kinetic equation which is scaled to the dimensionless units

defined by equation D-2* it will usually be accompanied by a factor
1

of
w

The second observation is that* even though the right

hand side of the Vlasov equation* equation D-l* is first order in

the electron-electron coupling strength, e * the right hand side

80
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of equation D-3, when expressed in dimensionless units, is

zeroth order in this parameter. Since this term will not be small

for long range forces, this suggests that perhaps e2 is not

the natural expansion parameter. Let us examine the following

expression:

L^=i
oj ee
P

mm r, v. v. r
-i

12

2

..2. 3
si- -i-

12

VV =U[Vr- V. r2 V2r!2
(D-4)

where we identify k= as P*asiaa parameter. For typical

experimental temperatures and densities this parameter is about

0.05; this suggests that it might be a good expansion parameter.

It should be noticed that, as in the case of the linearized

Vlasov equation, the factor of L will often appear inder a
P 06

three dimensional spatial integral and be multiplied by a

factor of the density. In this event, the scaling to dimensionless

units produces a term which is zeroth order in the plasma parameter

but first or higher order in the electron-electron coupling strength;

thus, in general, a systematic expansion in the plasma parameter

will include different terms than a systematic expansion in

the electron-electron coupling strength. The advantages of a

plasma parameter expansion over an expansion in the coupling

constant for systems with long range forces are discussed in
37 38

most texts on plasma physics. *

It will now be useful to rev/rite some of the quantities that

appear in the line broadening formalism of Chapter III as functions

of the dimensionless variables defined by equation D-2:



D^aj^“ o>-L -B-M(oj)" Pa^

wD(ajw)= T
p i-i

' _á, B M( ti\)
p(a)í.

(III-B-17)

(D-5)

Note that both B and M(“) appear with a factor of

03
=tl d(l)p(a,l)

L (l) ^ea “i

o)_
(a)

03
P

P

L (l)
d (1) -**

03.

1

7^
L (1)

G P (a)03

03
03.

■ v(ajtf).

(D-6)

(D-7)

o)„P P

where the trace operation of equations 111*^-25 and III-B-26 has

been replaced by integrals indicating that the classical path

approximation has been made. Again* note that every factor of L (j)G 3

appears with a factor of ^which must be taken into account
P

when this operator is soiled:

L (1) 2
ea _ e

“

03 H
03

+ e R

3 *R~ * *

■>

r,

(D-8)
P P 13T a I " PU lri

If we take R to be approximately the Bohr radius* a * then we can

define the electron-atom coupling strength to be

A =
ea

e2 a„
(D-9)

which* for typical experimental conditions* is about O.Dlj hence*

we can expect it to be a good expansion parameter.

It is now useful to examine G which is given classically by

L (1) L (1)
G p"1 (a)=p(a,l) -y-- p-1(a)+n d(2)p(a*l*2) P (a)0)

P

-np(a*l)p (a)

03

L (!)
_

d(l)p(a*l) p (a).

L (2) j
ea - -

03_
(D-10)
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The simplest way to deal with p(a,l#,*s) is to define

p(a,l*,*s)=:p{a)p(l)*#*p(s)g(a,l»«*s)

p(j)5f0(Vj)/V

30

(D-ll)

v/here f (v.) is the Maxwell*8oltzman velocity distribution. We will
o J

not scale g(a,l***s) here; but it should be noted that to zeroth

order in \ , g(a,l***s)->g(l***s), where g(l»»»s) is the usual
0 0

spatial reduced distribution function which may easily be expanded
44

in the plasma parameter, A. Since L (j) is a function of0 3

r. only, equation D-10 becomes
J

L(V)
-&2L 1

f (viO

(0.
p" <*>= *7" pCa)[3(a,l>XeaI-eaCri')- -f dr 'x

i

x(g(a,l,2)-g(a,l)g(a,2))Lea(r2")]
and when this is substituted into equation D-7, that equation

becomes, in dimensionless coordinates,

(D-12)

Miáis- -SA '^dí 'L (r ')
Up oJp j i i ea ! tO

— f (v ")p(a)x
- sL „ YlsUlilill 1

to. to.

x[g(a,l)L (r ")+ “T2' d? (g(a,l,2)-g(a,l)g(a,2))L (r"^)|p"vl(a).(D-l3)031 A 2 ¿

All that remains now is to express L^+V(a,l;to) in dimensionless

coordinates. Using equation III-B-8 we get

L<X) L iv L (l) L

U to U (0 00
p p p p

iv-«S/'+X L (r '),
i i ea ea i

(D-14)

The operator V(a,lj <4 v/ill be treated in two parts: the mean field

part, V(a,l;to=»), and the collisional part, V (a,l;u). Thec

former was given by equation III-C-30

V(a,lj^“)=r> d(2)(L6_(2)+L2e1) [p(a, 1,2)(1+P2 J
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"hi d(3)p(a/l,243)P ^-fip(a,lJl2)p (a) d(2)p(a>2)P ]xJ 21

x[p(a,l)+n

—p(a»l) p"”!(a)

d(2)p(a,l,2)P3l«iip(ajl)p (a) d(2) p(a,2)P2i ]
rl

d(i)x.eaU)P2i. (D—15)

Using equation D-ll* the above may be scaled to give

dí1'dVi'(-^S’Lea(í2')H(-^—J-r). -2—Hc(a)f0(v -)f (v ')p ' dr 12 dV

x[g(a,l,2)(l+P21)+ \ |d(3')f 0(vp(g(a,l>2,3)-g(a,l,2)g(a,3))P3l]}x
xip(a)f Q(v 1') [g(a*l)+ ^ Jd(2 ')i 0(v2i(g(a^l,2)-g(aAl)g(a,2))P21]r1
-Ag(a*l) (D-16)

V (a*ljw) defined by equation Iim3«39,
c

V (a*l; a))-—in
c

d(2)(L (2)+L )ea'2' ee' "TJUTTTltj)-L «W( a*l,»2ja0
S(a*l*2) (lII-B-34)

is inore difficult to scale. It can be shown that all terms in

S(a*l*2)* given by equation 012* contain a factor of L * L *
e a ee

or (g(l2)-l) which does not appear inder an integral; thus this

term is always first order in either A or A. In dimensionless
0 3

coordinates* equation III-B-39 becomes

(a*ljo>) r A 5 1 5

-V—^~)P
(?) ~ 1

i(m"*» k—- 1^^62^)~1S(aJ.*2)i
03 03

P P

t(2) L
=-a'-iv '•$ '-iv '•$ '+i(^-V-.^*V-0+A L (r O+A L (r ')

“p “p li 2 2 x- v2 r2 v2 ea eav x ea ea' 2
(D—17)



shaving that V (a,l;w) is at least first order in A or A. Since
C 6 3

no real attempt is made to study V (a,ljto) in this dissertation,c

other than to identify its order in an expansion in A and A, we6 3

will not attempt to evaluate W(a,l,2jw). It should be noted,

however, that to lowest order on both A and A, this operator canea

be evaluated.



APPENDIX E
DIRECT CORRELATICN FLNCTICN

In Appendix B we obtained the formal result,

K(a,l***s¡ oi)=?C(a,l,,,sj üj)X"*!(a,lj )K(a,lj J (B-10)

with the short time limit,

K(a,l*#*sjur=«¡K(a,ljü)))=^(a,l,,?Sjur:D°)&~,1(a,lí!jj=°°)K(a,lju)*

The purpose of this appendix is to examine the operator(a,l;w=”)
which appears in the operator V^lson^)* in the limit A.+0»

In this limit,% (a,ljur=“), defined in equation B-15, becomes:

AKa,lsa)=^)L (l)p"1(a)= ^ [p(a)f (v )L (l)p"1(a)tnfd(2)p(l2)63 CO Q J 6 d J

I*ea(2)p~1(a)-nfo(Vi )|d(l)p(a)fo(Vi jL^ilJp^Ca)], (E-l)
where the classical limit has also been taken. By taking advantage

of the symmetry of L (l) we find,
6 3

X(a,lju>=^)L (ljp^ía); ^pU^fiv )L (l)
6 3 j vd

+n
-i

d(2)p(a)fo(v2)h(l2)Lea(2)]p" (a). (E-2)

where we recall from Appendix D that

p(l2)=f0(Vi)fo(v )(l+h(l2)). (D-ll)
Equaticn E-2 is not yet in a convenient form to determine

its inverse. In order to do this we will Fourier transform E-2

86



Ü) o ' r ' 2 O' 2' ea'FT[7<,(a,lju)=^)L (l)p""1 (a) = ^p(a)[f (v )(l-*n[dv h(É)f (v )L (lc))]p"1(a)ea o) 01 ¿ U2

(H-3)= ^p(a)f (v )[l+Pnh(^)]L (k)p“1(a)
•• 0 1 v *=dÜ)

where the operator Py is defined by

PvF(?,v)= dvf (v)F(r*v). (E-4)

It is new/ possible to solve E-3 for L (IcJp^Ca) with the resulte 2

Loa(^)p“1(a)=uíl+pvnh0t)r1p"1(a)f71(vi)FT[X(a,1JüF-)Lea(1)p’'1(a)0 1

=o>(l-Pu . n-biícj-, p“1(a)f*“1(v jFTtXCa^lsaF^L (l)p“1(a) (E-S)v l+nh(íc) 0 1 ed

where we have used the fact that Py=pv. We now define the direct
46

correlation function given by

nc(it)E -nbifi-
l«nh(ic)

(H-6)

with the inverse Fourier transform

nC(12)=
l-hahCíc)

(E-7)

The inverse transform of E-6 can now be taken with the result:

Lea(l)p*"1(a)=cj(l-nC)p"1(a)f^(v )^C(a,lj aF<»)Lea(l)p Ha)
CF(l) =n d(2)f (v )C(12)F(2).

J 0 1

We are now able to rewrite equation B—10 in the following form*

(E-8)

(E-9)

K(a*l’**ss of=°°¡K(a*ljü)))=Ma*l***sj af=“)u>( 1-C)p Ha)f q(v^)K(a^lj w).
(E-10)

To be consistentx%(a,l***sj oF”) must be taken to the same order
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in the coupling strength as% "HadjoF»), hence E-10 becomes

K(a,l*“$jaF=o|K(a,l5<o))=f (v )f (v ) [(l+P )(l+h(l2))+n fd(3)f (v )0 10 2

g(l23)P jd-OrHv ')K(a,U<o).’

31 0 1

0 3

(E-ll)

Now that we have calculated K(a,l,2jtLF°°lk(a,l$to)) to zeroth
order in the electron atom coupling strength we can now calculate

V(a,ljto1530) in the same approximation by substituting E-ll into B-16

and considering only the integral over L'
21

ee

V(a,l;co-)=* d(2)L^f (v)f (v )[(1+P )(l+h(l2)) +J 6“ U 1 U 2 21

+n d(3)f (v )g(l23)P id-Cjf^Cv ).
03 31 01

(E-12)

The term containing g(l,2,3) may be rewritten

n d(2)L^f (v )f (v )n
ee 0 1 0 2

d(3)g(l23)f (v )(l-C)x (v )k(a,3jd
0 3 0 3

sft d(2)[n d(3)L^fo(vi)fo(v3)g(l23)]fo(v2)(l-6)f"1(v2)K(a>2ja))
(E-13)

g( 1,2,3) can be eliminated from equation E-13 by using the second

equation of the equilibrium hierarchy:

-i(? 4 442 )f0(Vj )f„(v2)g(12)^f0(Vj )f0(v2)g(12)
=Hlf (v )

0 2 d(3)L^f (v )f (v )g(123).ee o i o 2

After integrating this equation over v we get

-iv f (v )g(l2)+L^f (v )g(l2)=-n d(3)L^f (v )f (v )g(l23). (E-14)
1 1 0 1 — V *

■ 31

ee o' l'"' ' ee0 i o 3'

This can now be substituted into E-13 to give

d(2)LOPf (v )Mvo)nee 0 1 0 2
d(3)g(123)f (v Kl-Of-dv )k(a,l;J

0 3 0 3

=n d(2)[-Lee+ivi ] fQ (v )fQ (v2 )g(l2)(l-C)fo (v2 )k(a,lJto)» (E-15)
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Equation E-15 may now be contained with E-12 to yield

V(a,ljü)=^)=invi*Vif0(v1) d(2)f0(v2)g(l2)(l-C)f’1(v2)P2i. (E-16)

Fran the definition of C, this can be shown to be equivalent to

VUljuf^Hnv^V^Cv^Cf"1^). (E—17)
47

This is the result obtained by Zwanzig and others for the short

time kinetic equation correcting the Vlasov equation.



APPENDIX F
DYNAMIC SHIELDING

The general expression for the memory operator in the

classical path approximation is given by

M(J=-infd(l)L (1) fTpj GL (l)p'‘(a). (111-6-28)J ca urV-U-JiU1|J ea
In Chapter IV we observe that many of the existing classical

approximations to the line shape can be obtained by applying.' some

weak coupling limit to this equation. Expressions derived there

for the denominator of equation III-C-28 have some terms which

contain the permutation operator, P^• A convenient technique for
dealing with expressions of this type is to use them to form a

generalized dynamically shieldéd electron-atom interaction. This

allows us to rewrite equation III-B-28 in the form:

M(ü) )=-in d(<<1>-(iT:^7-ea,1>p-1(a) (F-l)

where V"(a,ljw) contains all contributions to V(a,l;(jj) which are

not in the form of integral operators, and (l) contains the

rest.

From Section III-£ vie recall that the memory operator can be

written, in the classical path approximation, as

M(o) )=n dr^dVjL^^ír^ )i<(a,ljw)

K(a,ljJ=
W-L -iL (l)-V(a,lSüj)

3 l i 63

GL (l)D(a).
ea

(F-2)

To show that the form for M(w) indicated in equation F-l is possible.
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we will now consider the operator V(a,l;u))» We will define an

operator^ (a,l,2jw) such that V(a,lsJ becomes

V(a,l.;w)F(a*l;w)=J7"(a,lsa))F(a,lja)) + d(2)*£(a,l,2SjF(a,l;co) (F-3)

where F{a,ljw) is an aribtrary function. We will now specify that

aC{a,l,2j(d) be a function of rx-*2 and v, only so that we can
rewrite equation F-2 in the form

V(a,ljw )F(a,ljw)=V'(a,l;w)F(a,ljw)+ dr2¿(a,r2-r ^v^w)

dv2F(a,r2,v2,w). (F-4)

The motivation for this restriction, which is valid for all of the

approximations to V(a,l;w) considered in Chapter IV, comes from

equation F-l in which is is dv1K(a,ljw) for which we must actually
solve. Then we rewrite equation III-B-28

-La+iv j *$ X-Le a (1)-V '{a, 15 w))K( a, 1; co)
- dr2<¿(a,r2-r ^Vjjw) dv2K(a,r2,v2; w)

=GLea(l)p“1(a).
We now define

(F-5)

K°(a,r j,v xj w)-
w-L +iv *V ~L (l)-V'(a,ljio)

2 * 1 G 3

GL (l)p**1 (a)ea
(F-6)

which allows us to rewrite equation F-6,

dv^a,:^,^^)- dv. dr.
or-L +iv *V -L (l)-V "(a,l;u)

3 1 1 G 3

^¿(a,r2-r1,v1;w) dv 1K(a,r'2,v2;co)- dV‘iK°(a,rx,vxju). (F-7)

x
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For convenience in notation we will define

R(a,r1,v1joj)=
a>-L,+iv -L (l)-V "(a,'lj w)a i i eaa i i ea

We now Fourier transform equation F-7

dVjKÍajkjVjju))-*- dvx dk"R(a,íc"-íc, vxs <*))©£( a* Ic^v'';Jx
dv2K(a,ic^v2;w)= dvlK°(aji<iv1;(jo).

This allows us to define the operator

D(a^lc^a))=6(^)+

¿(a,lc",v jo))

dviR(a,Ic''-Íc,vi3ü))

so that equation F-9 may be written,

dk'D(a,lc,]c'jco) dviK(a,lc"i,Vi ;w)- dviK0(a,IcJ,visu),

Now we define
*

^

dk^ ■'D-1(^ " jcu )D( a/£,£" j (o )=5 (%-&')

with the useful result

dv1k(a,tJ1vi;a))= d'HT1 (a,£,^Jwjjdv^0 (a,^,^ lio) •
In order to utilize equation F-13 we note that equation F

can be rewritten in the form

MU)- ftp dlcL (-Ic)
ea dv^Kia^Ic,^; w),

We can now substitute F~13 into F-14 to get

M(u)=- Jdic'[ dltLea(-]c)D'*1(a,^lc";w)] dv^a.k

(F-8)

(F-9)

(F-10)

(F-ll)

(F-12)

(F-13)

-1

(F-14)

(F-15)
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with the inverse Fourier transform

MUJsinldj^lP^r^ dv K°(a,r ,v ju)
1 1 l

=-in dr lP (r ) — 1 r GL (Dp-'ía): (F-16)
1 ea 1 orL -L (l)-L (l)-Ma,l;J ea

a e ea

L (r ), the generalized dynamically shielded electron atom interaction,
G 21

is defined by

Lea^V~ (2^3- |Jd^d^^e",lk*r L^Í-ic^D"1 u). (F-17)
The form of equation F-15 is particularly useful because it

incorporates all of the effects of the difficult mean field integral

operators contained in (a,l,2;m) into the dynamic shielding

operator, D"1(a,k,ic';u).
The shielding supplied by G, in the case of the electron-atom

interaction appearing in the -numerator, and by V^(a,lj<i>) in the

denominator is easy to calculate in the weak coupling limit, and

is discussed in Chapter IV. Qn the other hand the dynamic

shielding of I? (r ) is more difficult and requires a more
6 3

complicated approximation procedure. Vie start by noting that

S(a,rlJDv^jtú) may be written;
F(a,r ,v ;w)~ i(L (l)+V(a,l;u)))x

1 1 W-L +iv »y m-L +iv *v
a i i a 11

xR(a,ri,vi;w) (F-18)
which in turn allows us to rewrite the second term on the left

hand side of equation F-^>:

dv dr R(a,r ,v ;to)*£(a,r -r ,v sw)
2 1 1 2 11 dV2K(a,r2,v2;w)- dv

1
to-L +iv

a i i

dr2X(a*i2-i1^v1;to) dv2K(a,r2,v2;w)-i dv. dr
1
o)-L +Iv

a i i
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(L (r )+V'{a,l;oo))R(a,x ,v ju)^(a<r -r ju)
“3 1 II ^ J- ,

This can be Fouriex transformed with the result

dv2K(a,r2v2;“). (F-19)

FT dv dr2R(a>r1,vi;a))¿¿(aJ.r2-íi,v^ü)) dv9K(a,r2,v2;u)
dv —"¿((a,k,v }u) dv K(a,ic,v ju)- t—tt'

or-L +v 4 1 J 2 2 dv^k dk
a l

i-—_ l (jc-íc~)R(a,ít~-k',v .jw)¿£(a,k',v ju)
ü>-L +VT-1C ea 1a I

dv2K(a,k^v2j <*>),
(F-20)

Combining this result with equation F~8, F-9, and F-10 suggests

that D(a,k,k'$ to) should be divided into two parts; one which is

local in k-space and one which is nonlocal,

D(a,Ic,ic"s io)=D^(a,ic,ic"j w)tD^(a,ic,jc'¡ w)

D(0)(a,ít,ít-J=6(í?-k^) [1+i dv ——¿ T«í(a*lc;üj)]=6(k-k'')e(kjü)-L )
-L 4 4 a

a l

D(l)(a#U'jJ= TTrSrfcJv die ■ L (íc-Íc')R(a,v jo))Uit; J 1 or-L +v 4 ea
a l

(F-21)

If we assume that e(ltjw-*L ) the mean field part of V(a,ljw) is the
d

Vlasov operator, then e(kjar*L ) is the usual frequency dependent3

dielectric constant,
. Vie now have;

dJc^Ha,!?,?-; J[D(0)(a,lc-,!c^m)+D^;(a,Íc^,jt'jm)]=6(&-P) (F-22)¿(1),

or, using equation F-^l

fr^a^fc'SwJeikjurL ) +
3

die "D"1 (a,£,£ " '} co)

X D(l)(a,lt-,lt-jJ=6(^-ic) (F-23)
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i/ ]>■ .. i(lt —Tc) AD (a,k,k Íu)- -r: \ -—- 7
e(kju-L ) eilcjoj-L )

a a

*[dM~Ha,lc,ic~Sw)D(l)(a,£~,rjJ. (F-24)

Thus, using equation F-16, we have a formal expression for the

dynamically shielded electron-atom interaction. It should be

observed that D^(a,k^,]c^jw) does not contribute to lowest order

in the electron-atom coupling strength and equation F-16 becomes

-ik»r
L (-k)
eg

e( k; ü>-L )
(F-25)
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